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ASSESSMENT AND MODELING OF NON-QUAS I -STATIC,
NON-LOCAL, AND MULTI-DIMENSIONAL EFFECTS IN

ADVANCED BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTORS

By

JOOHYUN JIN

August 1992

Chairman: Dr. J. G. Fossum
Major Department: Electrical Engineering

This dissertation is concerned with assessment,

modeling, and simulation of non-quasi-static (NQS) , non-

local, and multi-dimensional effects in advanced bipolar

junction transistors. A simple analytic model for the

sidewall injection of the base current, which is shown to be

the most important multi-dimensional component in scaled

devices, is developed based on the separation of the base

current into internal and peripheral components. Simulation

results for typical test BJTs with various emitter geometries

are compared against corresponding measurements to support

the model. A novel NQS model for transient current crowding

in advanced BJTs is developed for circuit simulation. The

new model, implemented based on a novel use of the previous

time-step solution in the current time-step analysis,

vi



characterizes a time-dependent effective bias on the emitter-

base junction in a semi-numerical analysis, accounting for

base conductivity modulation and the NQS nature of the

crowding. The (dc) debiasing effect, which is important in

analog circuits, is inherently accounted for as well. An

analytic model for electron velocity overshoot resulting from

non-local transport in advanced silicon-based BJTs is

developed. The model, which characterizes an effective

saturated drift velocity, larger than the classical value

because of overshoot, is intended for circuit simulation.

The model uses an augmented drift-velocity formalism that

involves a length coefficient derived via Monte Carlo

analysis. The associated velocity relaxation is

characterized phenomenologically to be consistent with

overshoot analysis. The developed charge-based models are

implemented in MMSPICE-2, a semi-numerical mixed-mode

device/circuit simulator, such that users may activate any

combination of the new features by option. The resulting

hierarchical tool, along with the parasitic charge

(capacitance) models included to enhance the usefulness of

the simulator, could indeed enable predictive yet

computationally efficient mixed-mode simulations for bipolar

(and BiCMOS) VLSI technology/manufacturing CAD. Utility of

MMSPICE-2 is demonstrated by transient simulations of ECL

circuits and devices.

VII



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, advances in process technology have led

to the realization of high-performance bipolar junction

transistors (BJTs) . While continual improvement in the

lithographic capability allows the lateral dimensions to be

reduced, scaling down the BJT requires a coordinated change

in both the lateral dimensions and vertical profile to

achieve proper device operation and to improve the intrinsic

device speed. Furthermore, in order to reduce the extrinsic

portion of the bipolar device so that circuit performance can

be more closely tied to the intrinsic device performance,

various self-alignment schemes using polysilicon as base and

emitter contacts have been developed. They all have a

similar structure (see Fig. 1.1), and generally provide much

improved performance over the conventional BJT structure via

a reduction in base-collector junction area and base

resistance

.

Despite the impressive progress made in bipolar

technology, computer simulation tools, which are essential to

the optimization of device and circuit designs for the

technology, have not kept pace with it . In integrated
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Fig. 1.1 Cross section of an advanced bipolar junction
transistor fabricated by double-polys i licon
process
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circuit development and manufacturing today, a technology CAD

(TCAD) system is essential for exploring alternative designs

and evaluating various trade-offs without time-consuming and

costly fabrications.

An effective TCAD system requires integrated, physics-

based tools for predictive process, device, and (small-scale)

circuit simulation. Computational efficiency is desirable

and indeed essential if the TCAD system is to be used in

manufacturing CAD involving statistical simulation.

Conventional TCAD systems comprise robust, numerical process

and device simulators which drive optimization of empirical

device model parameters for circuit simulation. This

optimization can miss parametric correlations, and hence the

integrated system, although CPU-intensive, could yield

nonunique (erroneous) predictions.

Numerical mixed-mode device/circuit simulation would

obviate this deficiency, but with a high cost of computation

time. Alternatively, improvement of the TCAD system can

possibly be afforded by incorporation of semi-numerical

device models into the circuit simulator which have physical

parameters that relate directly to the device structure. The

resulting tool is an application-specific, computationally

efficient mixed-mode simulator that can easily be integrated

with the process simulator by a program that evaluates the

model parameters from the doping profile. The MMSPICE



[Jeo90] is such a simulator, which is integrated with SUPREM

[SUP88] by a parameter-extraction program, SUMM [Gre90]

.

The model development for MMSPICE has emphasized the

advanced BJTs . A physical, one-dimensional charge-based

model [Jeo89] has been developed and implemented. High-

current effects, impact ionization, and non-reciprocal

(trans) capacitances are physically accounted for in the semi-

numerical model. This model is sufficient for many

applications, but more work is needed to enhance the

usefulness of MMSPICE.

In most advanced BJTs, the lateral dimension of the

emitter has become the same order of magnitude as the

emitter-base junction depth. Thus, multi-dimensional current

effects in the peripheral region of the junction are expected

to play a significant role in device performance.

Especially, the variation in common-emitter forward current

gain (3 with geometric shape and size is troublesome to IC

designers [Hwa87] . Hence, some accounting of peripheral

currents is needed for circuit simulation.

High-current effects (e.g., quasi-saturat ion and base

widening, or pushout) are physically accounted for in the

MMSPICE model, but emitter current crowding, caused by

lateral voltage drops in the intrinsic base region, has not

yet been considered. Today's advanced (scaled) BJTs commonly

operate at high current density, and hence transient base



current can be much greater than the steady-state current;

this clearly implies the non-quasi-static (NQS) nature of

transient current crowding [Ham88] . Therefore, it can be

significant even though dc crowding may be insignificant

[Tan85]

.

In semiconductor devices where the electric field

increases rapidly over distances comparable to the energy-

relaxation mean free path, carrier velocity can overshoot the

value corresponding to the local field because the carrier

(kinetic) energy, which controls the collision time and hence

limits the velocity, lags the field and remains relatively

small [Ruc72]. This non-local effect on electron transport

has been recognized as significant in MOSFETs and MESFETs for

years, and now has become important in scaled BJTs [Lee89,

Cra90] . Recent work [Fus92] has indicated that the velocity

overshoot in scaled BJTs can be beneficial, and must be

accounted for in the device and circuit design. However, the

effect has not yet been accounted for in any existing circuit

simulators, and indeed is missing in many device simulators

because of the implied computational intensiveness

.

For bipolar integrated circuits, reducing parasitic

capacitances is one of the key issues for speed enhancements.

The extrinsic collector-base junction capacitance (charge)

has a predominant effect on the circuit performance because

the extrinsic base region is not reduced in proportion as the



intrinsic device is scaled down. The collector-substrate

capacitance (charge) is also important

.

This dissertation addresses these problems; it is

concerned with the development and implementation of new

models to account for the aforementioned effects in the

advanced BJTs . This work will enable not only truly

predictive, scalable BJT simulations, but also

computationally efficient (semi-numerical) mixed-mode

device/circuit simulations for bipolar TCAD . The major

contributions made in this work are as follows:

(1) modeling of multi-dimensional current effects, based on

the separation of the current into internal and

peripheral components;

(2) development of an NQS transient current-crowding model,

based on a novel use of the previous time-step solution

in the current time-step analysis;

(3) development of an analytic model for electron velocity

overshoot resulting from non-local transport in advanced

silicon-based BJTs;

(4) implementation of the new models, including both the

extrinsic collector-base and collector-substrate

capacitances (charges), in MMSPICE to create MMSPICE-2.

In Chapter 2, a simple analytic way of accounting for

multi-dimensional current effects is described. The approach

is based on the separation of the current into areal and



peripheral components. For high VBE , an effective junction

bias (described in Chapter 3) is necessarily defined to

account for the emitter debiasing (a.k.a. crowding) effect.

The model is supported by experimental results of test BJTs

having varied emitter geometries.

In Chapter 3, a new NQS model for transient current

crowding is presented. The model, which characterizes a

time-dependent effective bias on the emitter-base junction in

a semi-numerical analysis, follows the previous work by

Hauser [Hau64], but physically accounts for base conductivity

modulation and the NQS nature of the crowding. The novel

modeling/implementation is based on the use of the previous

time-step solution in the current time-step analysis, which

in fact could enable general accounting of NQS effects in

semi-numerical mixed-mode device/circuit simulation. The

tool is supported by numerical simulations of advanced BJTs

using PISCES [PIS84] .

In Chapter 4, an analytic model for electron velocity

overshoot in advanced BJTs is presented. The model, which

characterizes an effective saturated drift velocity in the

collector space-charge regions, is intended for circuit

simulation. The model uses an augmented drift-velocity

formalism that involves a length coefficient derived from

Monte Carlo simulations. The associated relaxation of the

carrier velocity is characterized phenomenologically to be



consistent with the overshoot analysis. Demonstrative

simulation results are presented to assess the significance

of the electron velocity overshoot in advanced bipolar and

BiCMOS technologies, and to support model.

The developed charge-based models are implemented into

MMSPICE-2 so that users may activate any combination of the

new features by option. This hierarchical tool is discussed

in Chapter 5. Representative simulations are presented, with

descriptions of the new parameters.

In Chapter 6, the main accomplishments of this

dissertation are summarized, and future research areas are

suggested

.



CHAPTER 2

MODELING OF MULTI-DIMENSIONAL CURRENTS

2.1 Introduction

For bipolar integrated circuits, reducing parasitic

effects and achieving shallow profiles are two of the key

issues in improving performance. Many self-aligned bipolar

technologies have been developed to achieve low parasitic

capacitance and low base resistivity. They all have a

similar device structure using polysilicon as base and

emitter contacts. In the scaled structure, the distance

between base and emitter contacts is greatly reduced as

determined by the boot-shaped sidewall spacer (see Fig. 1.1)

.

The lateral dimensions of the device have also been scaled

down; for example, the emitter width of today's most advanced

transistors has become the same order of magnitude as the

emitter-base junction depth. Thus, multi-dimensional effects

in the peripheral region of the junction can play a

significant role in device performance [Hur87].

For digital applications, a most predominant multi-

dimensional effect is the lateral injection of significant

base current along the emitter sidewall, which is controlled

by the morphology of the link region [Li88] . One simple way
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to reduce this sidewall current component is to increase the

width of the spacer [Dej88, Saw88] . However, many desirable

features of the device depend on the limitation of the spacer

width. For example, as the spacer width increases, the base

resistance and parasitic capacitances increase. Also, the

emitter-collector punchthrough current increases due to

insufficient extrinsic-intrinsic base overlap in the emitter

periphery [Chu87, Saw88], while an increase in the extrinsic-

intrinsic base overlap results in excessive perimeter

tunneling current [Sto83] and hence reduced emitter-base

breakdown voltage. Thus, the control of spacer thickness is

vital to the performance of the device.

The peripheral component of the base current does not

modulate the collector current, and is therefore a parasitic

that degrades the dc current gain (5 in proportion to the

ratio of its magnitude relative to that of the areal

component. Hence, P is degraded more as the perimeter-to-

area ratio (Pe/Ae ) increases. This implies that the sidewall

effect can be an obstacle for down-scaling the emitter size

[Hwa87, Dej88]. Therefore, some accounting of peripheral

currents for a given process is needed for a circuit

simulator, e.g., MMSPICE, which actually gives an extra

degree of freedom to the IC designer [Ver87]

.

In Section 2.2, a simple model based on measurements is

presented to account for the peripheral currents in the
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advanced BJT structure. This model, combined with the

current-crowding analysis described in Chapter 3, will be the

basis for a more predictive and scalable BJT model for

MMSPICE. In Section 2.3, experimental results of test BJTs

having varied emitter geometries are presented to support our

formalism. In fact, interpretation of these results requires

the crowding model of Chapter 3, which was hence developed in

conjunction with the work described in this chapter.

2.2 Model Development

2.2.1 Experimental Characterization

For digital applications, the most important peripheral

current is the sidewall component of the base current.

However, the peripheral component of the collector current is

not significant compared with the areal component, provided

the extrinsic base is well-linked with the intrinsic base

[Li88]

.

This fact is also supported by our own measurements of

representative (advanced) BJTs provided by Dr. D. Verret of

Texas Instruments. The lateral geometries of the test

devices are described in Table 2.1; L E and WE are the

effective (or actual) length and width of the emitter, and PE

( = 2L E + 2W E ) and AE (=L E W E ) are the perimeter and area
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TABLE 2 .

1

LATERAL EMITTER GEOMETRIES OF TEST DEVICES

LE [|im]
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respectively. The spacer width of these devices is estimated

to be 0.4|Im. Fig. 2.1 shows the base (JB ) and collector (Jc )

current densities versus P E /AE for the devices with LE fixed

at LE=9.2(Im when VBE=0 . 4 or 0.7V. Since Jc is almost constant

regardless of P E /AE as well as VBE and vbc, we infer that the

peripheral collector current can be neglected at least for

relatively low VBE . On the contrary, JB clearly increases

with P E/AE , obviously implying a significant lateral-injection

component. We note that this parasitic effect becomes more

significant as VBE is reduced, which we believe reveals that

the peripheral base current is due to the recombination of

excess carriers in the peripheral junction space-charge-

region (SCR) near or at the oxide-silicon interface.

The lateral injection can be understood better if the

peripheral component of base current is quantified.

Empirically, the total base current I B can be separated into

areal and peripheral parts as follows [Rei84]

:

Ib = Iba + I-BP

CAAE

V
exp

BE

n aV
- 1

A V TJ

+ CpPP^E
V

exp
BE

n PV
- 1

p v t;

(2.i;

where C&, n&, Cp, and np are (process-dependent) empirical

constants, which can easily be evaluated using the basic

experimental method discussed in Appendix A. In (2.1), the
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voltage drop across the extrinsic base resistance is

neglected for low-current conditions.

Based on this formalism, it is possible to calculate the

contribution of the peripheral current to the total base

current. Doing this for the devices previously characterized

yields in Fig. 2.2 I Bp/Ib versus P E /AE for VBC=0.0V. As

discussed before, the peripheral base component increases

with P E /A E . For example, when VBE=0 . 7V and P E /AE=0 . 60 /(lm

(actually, this is equivalent to the device with WE=5.2|im),

Ibp is only 16% of the total base current, but it increases to

50% when P E/AE=3 . l/|0.m (i.e., WE=0.7|im). For reduced VBE , the

effect of lateral injection becomes more significant in

accord with our previously stated recognition; when VBE=0.4V,

the mentioned ratios are changed to 47% and 82% respectively.

Our other simulations and measurements show that the

peripheral collector current evaluated via this methodology

is about 10% of the total collector current on the average.

2.2.2 Analytic Model

With this insight, we can extend the MMSPICE BJT model

to account for the peripheral base region, at least to first

order. The extended model is restricted to include only the

lateral injection of the base current, which has been shown

to be the most important multi-dimensional effect in modeling
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advanced B JTs . Based on the insight derived from the

measurements, we add only a peripheral component of base

current to the existing BJT routine in MMSPICE. This

additional component is proportional to the emitter perimeter

Pe, and represents peripheral SCR recombination near the

surface. The peripheral base current IBp can be expressed as

Ibp — JeopPe exp|
VBE

nEBpVl
(2.2:

where Jeop and nEBP represent the peripheral saturation

current density (per unit length) and the peripheral emission

coefficient respectively. The sidewall injection effect

could also be dependent on the emitter junction depth, but we

assume that this dependence is implicitly included in the

above formalism.

In a dc case, the predominant components of the areal

base current are typically back-injection current from the

base to the emitter and the recombination current at the

(emitter-base) junction SCR. (Recombination in the quasi-

neutral base and the epi collector is neglected here since it

is typically insignificant in advanced BJTs . ) Hence, the

total base current I B can be expressed as

Ib = Iba + IBP



- Jeo^e -fe)

"

+ Jseo^e exp
vBE

nEB^T
- 1

+ Jeop^e exp
VBE

nEBP^T

- 1 (2.3)

where JE0 is the (areal) emitter saturation current density,

and JSE0 and nEB are (areal) SCR saturation current density

and SCR emission coefficient respectively.

Although (2.3) is sufficient for many operating ranges,

it is necessary to examine whether it is valid for high-

current operation where additional effects are significant.

In this case the actual (peripheral) junction bias V BE cannot

be approximated as the terminal voltage VEE ; V'be is

considerably less than VBE since the voltage drops across the

extrinsic base and emitter resistances are no longer

negligible. Furthermore, the areal component is degraded by

the lateral voltage drops in the intrinsic base region. In

fact, interpretation of data necessitated the current-

crowding modeling described in Chapter 3. Hence we modify

(2.3) :

Ib — Jeo^e exp
vBE(ef f)

VT

- 1 + JsEO^E exp
vBE(ef f

)

nEfiVx

+ JeopPe exp
V BE

nEBP^T

- 1 (2.4)
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where VBE(eff) is defined (in Chapter 3) as the effective bias

on the emitter-base junction to account for the debiasing

(a.k.a. current crowding) in terms of the actual (peripheral)

bias V' BE . Note that in (2.4), the peripheral current term is

not threatened by the current crowding because the peripheral

junction voltage is always fixed at V' BE . Although the

debiasing effect was classically characterized by Hauser

[Hau64], his treatment is inadequate for advanced BJTs

because it neglects conductivity modulation of the base. On

the contrary, the concept of the effective bias can account

for the high-current effects via the charge-based BJT model

[Jeo89]. When the debiasing effect is significant, the

effective bias is of course less than the actual junction

bias V BE . (In this case, V BE is also significantly less

than VBe • ) Otherwise, VBE ( e ff) would be almost the same as

V'be- This effective bias is derived from the quasi-three-

dimensional crowding analysis, which involves a coupling of

the vertical and lateral carrier-transport analyses in the

base region. Details are described in Chapter 3.

Fig. 2.3 illustrates (

V

BE -

V

BE ( e f f ) ) / V T versus W E

predicted by the debiasing analysis for typical advanced

devices with LE=9.2|lm. When VBE=0 . 7V, the debiasing effect

is, as expected, negligible resulting in VBB < e f f )
~v ' be~vbe

regardless of We and VBC . However it becomes noticeable for

higher VBE and especially for greater WE , due to the increased
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voltage drops in the intrinsic base region. The debiasing

effect also becomes more important with increasing reverse

bias on the base-collector junction because the base

resistivity increases correspondingly. For contemporary

scaled BJTs however, it is not significant [Tan85] ; for

WE=2^m at VBE=0.9V and VBc=-3 . OV, the voltage difference

between the actual and effective bias is about 20% of the

thermal voltage

.

2.3 Simulatio ns and Verification

The test devices, representative of the advanced bipolar

technology, were used to verify the model. The devices, from

Texas Instruments, were fabricated using a double-polysilicon

process in conjunction with a sidewall spacer technique,

which enables a self-aligned submicrometer emitter structure.

In order to identify significant multi-dimensional effects,

transistors with different P E /A E (see Table 2.1) were

measured.

Simulations were done with MMSPICE-2, which includes the

peripheral base current [eq. (2.2)] and the current-crowding

model as described in Chapter 3. At first, the model

parameters associated with the lateral injection were

extracted as described in Appendix A. Then, with no

additional parameter extraction, all BJTs were simulated with
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reasonably good accuracy simply by scaling Ae .

Simulated Iq/We and Ib/We compare quite well with the

corresponding measurements in Fig. 2.4(a) when Vbe= • 4V an<3

VBc=0.0V. Note that the lateral injection effect on the base

current becomes significant as We is scaled down; Ib/We

increases because the ratio of the peripheral to the areal

component increases. However, the contribution of the

peripheral collector current is negligible for each device.

Note that if Ibp had not been accounted for, Ib/We would have

been predicted to be a constant, since the voltage drops

across the extrinsic resistances are negligible for each

device at this bias point . For the corresponding p" shown in

Fig. 2.4(b), the simulations are excellent. As expected, (3

is reduced with decreasing WE . Although (3-degradation is an

obstacle for down-scaling We, we expect that our first-order

accounting of the lateral injection could give an extra

degree of freedom to the circuit designer.

The peripheral collector current is still negligible

when V"be is increased to 0.7V, as shown in Fig. 2.5(a) .

Still, the sidewall injection of the base current, although

not as significant as in the low-current region, is important

especially for devices with small We- The simulations are

good, although there is a small discrepancy between the

measured and predicted values of Ib/We for submicron devices.

Indeed this discrepancy seems to be inevitable because the
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lap-related model parameters were evaluated from the devices

operating in the low current region; according to (2.3), the

PE-dependent term would become negligible with increasing VBe •

However, our model seems adequate, as implied by the

corresponding (3 results in Fig. 2.5(b).

For VBE=0 . 9V in Fig. 2.6(a), the simulations are also

reasonably good. We note that Iq/We and I B/WE decrease with

increasing WE , not because the lateral injection becomes less

significant as in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5, but because both the

debiasing of the internal junction and high-current-induced

voltage drops across the extrinsic resistances, including

base resistance, increase with WE . From the figure however,

we can infer that the voltage drops, which become greater for

large devices due to the increased terminal currents, are

most dominant. The effect of current crowding on P is well

illustrated in Fig. 2.6(b); of course, the better simulations

obtain with debiasing accounted for. However the debiasing

seems to be insignificant for contemporary scaled devices, as

discussed before. Our other simulations show that for

devices with WE>L E , the debiasing effect is almost the same

for each device, since the predominant base current flow

under the rectangular emitter is laterally along the shorter

emitter dimension (LE in this case)

.
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2 . 4 Summary

A simple analytic model for the lateral injection of

base current, which is shown to be the most predominant

multi-dimensional current effect in advanced BJTs, has been

developed by separating the base current into internal and

peripheral components. The model is intended for (digital)

circuit simulation and has been implemented in MMSPICE-2.

For high VBe, the effective bias (see Chapter 3) on the

emitter-base junction is defined to account for the debiasing

effect. The tool is well supported by experimental results

of test BJTs having varied emitter geometries, despite the

fact that the simulation for each device was done by scaling

only AE for a given parameter set. Therefore, this lateral

injection model, combined with the current-crowding analysis,

can be the basis for more predictive and scalable BJT

simulation for TCAD

.

For analog circuit simulations, more precision is

usually required. In this case, it is possible to analyze

more physically the multi-dimensional effects by cascading a

second (peripheral) BJT to the intrinsic one, each

represented by the one-dimensional BJT model in MMSPICE; the

composite transistor is also useful to account for the

parasitics associated with the extrinsic base region as well

as the lateral injection effect, for example in RF IC design
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applications [Jaf92].

From the measurement and simulation results for

contemporary BJTs, the following conclusions were reached:

(1) The lateral injection of the base current becomes more

significant with decreasing Vbe/ which reveals that the

nature of this perimeter effect is recombination at the

peripheral junction SCR near the oxide-silicon interface.

(2) The peripheral component of collector current is

typically negligible.

(3) In high-current regions, the voltage drops across the

extrinsic resistances are most predominant, and the dc

debiasing effect seems to be negligible for contemporary

BJTs.



CHAPTER 3
NON-QUASI-STATIC MODELING OF BJT CURRENT CROWDING

3.1 Introduction

In contemporary digital circuits containing advanced

(scaled) BJTs, high transient base current can be much

greater than the steady-state current; this clearly implies

the non-quasi-static (NQS) nature of transient current

crowding. (We generally define an NQS effect in the time [or

ac-f requency] domain as one that cannot be inferred nor

characterized from steady-state [dc] conditions.) Hence it

can be significant even though dc crowding may be

insignificant [Tan85] . The classical treatment of emitter

current crowding by Hauser [Hau64], although useful, is

inadequate for advanced BJTs because it neglects conductivity

modulation of the base, which can occur because of high

injection and/or base widening, and because it assumes

steady-state or quasi-static conditions. In fact, transient

current crowding is NQS, as well as being dependent on the

base conductivity modulation [Ham88]

.

There has been some modeling done addressing the NQS

nature of current crowding, but generally involving

distributed lumped-model representations of the base region.

29
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Indeed NQS effects can be physically accounted for by

cascading a sufficient number of elemental quasi-static

models, but computational efficiency must be sacrificed. Rey

[Rey69] used a more novel approach to model ac crowding and

derived a frequency-dependent base impedance for an

equivalent-circuit model.

In this chapter we extend the one-dimensional BJT model

in MMSPICE-1 to account for three-dimensional transient

current crowding in advanced, self-aligned devices which have

peripheral base contacts . The formalism includes a novel

methodology for semi-numerically modeling general NQS effects

in transient device/circuit simulation. The new model

characterizes a time-dependent effective bias on the emitter-

base junction for each Newton-Raphson iteration of the

circuit nodal analysis at each time-step. The semi-numerical

analysis follows Hauser, but physically accounts for base

conductivity modulation and the NQS nature of the crowding.

The latter extension is effected by the novel

modeling/implementation that involves the use of the previous

time-step solution in the current time-step analysis. The

model naturally accounts for dc crowding as well, which is

important in analog circuits, and which was needed in Chapter

2 to interpret the multi-dimensional current measurements in

the BJT. It does not require a lumped intrinsic base

resistance [Jo90], which is commonly used in BJT circuit
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models

.

The NQS model, implemented in MMSPICE-2, enables a semi-

numerical mixed-mode device/circuit simulation capability for

application-specific TCAD . The tool is supported by

numerical simulations of advanced BJT structures using PISCES

[PIS84]. It is used to clarify the nature of the added (NQS)

delay due to current crowding in switch-on and switch-off

transients in representative BJT inverting circuits, and it

reveals the significance of transient crowding even in

submicron devices

.

3.2 Model Development

The intrinsic base of the advanced (self-aligned) BJT is

surrounded by a high-conductivity extrinsic base. Hence the

predominant base current flow under a rectangular emitter is

along the shorter emitter dimension (WE ) ; this is assumed in

our (quasi-three-dimensional) crowding analysis. Consider a

section of the base of an npn BJT as shown in Fig. 3.1, where

WE is shorter than the emitter length LE . For transient

conditions at a point in time, let i E (y) be the lateral base

current which causes the crowding in the emitter-base

junction. Then, the emitter-base junction voltage v(y) can

be expressed as
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BASE
o

EMITTER
Q

N"

"'B(y) Wtb(eff)

-**y

y=0 y=WE/2

Fig. 3.1 Cross section of the advanced (symmetrical)
bipolar junction transistor. Wb( e ff) is the
widened (due to possible quasi-saturat ion) base
width

.
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»y

v(y) : dv

Jo

py

= vBE • i B (y)dRBi

= vBE - I i B (y)pdy
( 3, 1}

where vBE is the peripheral junction voltage and p is the

specific base resistivity,

dRB j l We
(3.2)dY

2pqHpL EWb(eff) 2^p (QBB + QQNR )

In (3.2), p represents an average hole density at y, which we

assume can be represented in terms of the total hole charge

(Qbb+Qqnr) in the quasi-neutral base (possibly widened to

wb(eff) due to quasi-saturation) ; Q^Br the hole charge in the

metallurgical base region, and Qqnr, the hole charge in the

widened base region, both integrated over the emitter area AE

as well as over the base width, are characterized in the one-

dimensional model [Jeo89] . This assumption in (3.2) is

consistent with a quasi-two-dimensional analysis (to be

described) which links the one-dimensional ambipolar
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transport to the lateral hole flow. Implicit in the

assumption is a neglect of lateral hole diffusion, which

indeed is typically small compared to the lateral drift

current when crowding is significant . The model deficiency

resulting from this neglect will be shown to be

inconsequential later. The hole mobility at y is also

approximated by an average value |lp , which is reasonably

estimated from common sources. Note that the factor of 2 in

the denominator of (3.2) accounts for the symmetry of the

transistor obvious in Fig. 3.1.

For transient excitation, the main components of the

intrinsic base current Iq are typically hole current back-

injected from the base to the emitter (Ibe) anci majority-hole

charging/discharging current (dQsE/dt) . Note that Qbe

includes components of (Qbb + Qqnr) communicating with the

emitter [Jeo89] . It comprises space charge (e.g., junction

depletion charge) as well as quasi-neutral-region charge in

the intrinsic device structure. Generally, Ibe (y) can be

expressed as

I BE (y) = Ibe(O) -
I

2JE0L E

Jo

exp
v(y)

- 1 dy (3.3)

where Jeo is the (constant) emitter saturation current

density. We assume that the y-dependence of dQsE(y)/dt, at a
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particular point in time, may be similarly expressed as

dQfi^y) dQ^(O)

dt dt fJo
2JqL^ ex y(yl

VT

- 1 dy
(3.4)

where jQ(t) is a transient (time-dependent) counterpart to

Jeo • Implicit in (3.4) is an idea that Jq can be estimated

from the previous time-step (t=tm ) solution for dQBE /dt for

use in the current time-step (t=tm+1 ) analysis as follows:

Tm+l ~ T"

dQg E (0)

dt

L eWe| exp
vBE(eff)

V,

(3.5]

where VBE(eff) is an NQS effective bias on the emitter-base

junction defined (see (3.7)) to account for the current

crowding (see the discussion in the Appendix B) . So our

model, when implemented based on the previous time-step

solution, accounts for transient crowding non-quasi-

statically. The approximation in (3.5) is viable even for

fast transients because of the automatically controlled time-

step reduction in the simulator, which is needed to ensure

acceptable truncation error and convergence of the time-point

solution

.

With (3.3) and (3.4), the intrinsic base current ie(y)

is written as
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iB(y) = Ibe(y) +
dQBE (y)

dt

Ibe(O) +
dQ BE (Q)

dt fJo
2(Jeo + Jq)Li exp[

v(y)

vT

- l dy

f
= i B (0) -

; 2JE0(e ff)L E exH
y(y) - l dy (3.6)

where the time-dependent JEO(eff) ^ s defined as the sum of Jeo

and JQ(t) . To facilitate an analytic accounting for the

crowding (reflected by the integral in (3.6)), we define

vBE(eff) based on the total intrinsic base current:

i B (0) - L EWEJE0(ef f

VBE (eff) .

exp —

!

(3.7)

Note that (3.7) is consistent with (3.5).

Now, following Hauser's classical analysis [Hau64], we

differentiate (3.6) combined with (3.1) to get

3y

= -2JEO<ef f) L'E exp
v^

(VBE -

f

\

i B (y)pdy) - 1

/

(3.8)

This integral-differential equation for iB(y) ma y he

transformed into a closed-form second-order differential
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equation by differentiating it. This differentiation, with

exp
v(y)

V,
» 1 (3.9)

for all values of y, which is generally valid for problems of

interest, yields

d J-b P .

5i B
+ —

i

B =
9y2 VT ^y

(3. 10]

For transient crowding, (3.10) has two different types of

solution depending on the sign of 3ie/3y. We consider the two

cases separately.

3.2.1 Switch-on Case

When the BJT is switched-on, iB>0 tends to cause

peripheral-emitter current crowding, as in dc crowding

[Tan85] . In this case, 3i B /3y is negative, and the solution

of (3.10) is

i B (y) = A tan -5£Wi -

1

2VT \ B
(3.11)

where A and B are arbitrary constants of integration. The

constants can be evaluated from the boundary conditions of
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the problem. For the structure shown in Fig. 3.1, we have

due to the symmetry

w.
= , (3.12;

which gives B=WE/2 . Then from (3.11),

i B (y) = A tan z 1 - 2y
(3.13)

where z=ApWE / (4VT ) . Hence, the total base current is

i B (0) = A tan(z) (3.14)

which is equated to (3.7) to characterize vBE ( e ff).

Using (3.13) in (3.1) and doing the integration yields

v(y) = vBE - 2VT In
cos {z
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total base current:

i B (0) = LEWEJE0( eff)expi
vbe| sinz cosz

V, (3.16)

With (3.7) , (3 .14) , and (3.16) we now have a set of three

nonlinear equations in three unknowns (vsE(eff)/ A > an^

iB<0) ) , which can be numerically solved by the iterative

Newton-Raphson method. An interesting relationship is an

expression relating vsE(eff) to vbe • This is obtained by

equating (3.7) to (3.16)

:

exp
f BE(ef f)

VT

= exp
vBE

V

sinz cosz

T /

(3.17;

for exp [ vbe (ef f

)

/ vt1 >>1 • Note that vBE ( e ff) is always less

than vbe f° r the switch-on case since (sinz cosz/z) is less

than unity.

The accounting for dc crowding in the model is inherent

in the switch-on analysis described above. For the dc case,

JQ=0 and Jeo (ef f ) =Jeo in (3.16).

3.2.2 Switch-off Case

For the switch-off case, is<0 tends to cause central-

emitter current crowding. The analysis is very similar to
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that for switch-on, except that now ai B /9y is positive.

Actually this condition does not obtain instantaneously when
the BJT is abruptly turned off from an on-state. A very fast
transient occurs during which holes diffuse out of the
intrinsic base periphery to support the central-emitter
crowding that ultimately controls the predominant switch-off
transient. Our model presented below is invalid during this
fast transient since it neglects lateral diffusion flow.
Hcwever this brief invalidity is typically inconsequential
with regard to simulating the predominant transient. Note
that the fast (diffusion) transient is governed by a lateral
quasi-neutral base transit time for minority electrons; it is
proportional to (Wf /2) 2 /d~ „h P r n~ •

v E"> /u n where Dn is an average diffusion
constant for electrons.

With the same boundary condition (3.12), the solution of
o.io) with ai B/ay> i S

iij(y) = -A tanh - 2y
(3.18)

So, the total base current is now

1b(0) = -a tanh (z)
(3.19)

Once again we define the NQS effective bi

n which JE

as vBE(eff) by (3.7),

now negative because predominant
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discharging current flows in this case. Following the steps

in the switch-on analysis, we get

v(y) = vBE + 2VT In
coshz

cosh{z (1 - 2y/WE ) }

(3.20)

Note here that

#)WE | _— I = vbe + 2VT In (coshz) > vBE = v(0)

The total base current can now be derived, analogously to

(3.16), as

i B (0) = LEWEJE0(eff) expi
vbe| coshz sinhz

V,
(3.21)

Once again we have a system of three nonlinear

equations, (3.7), (3.19), and (3.21), that define vBE(eff)

semi-numerically via iterative solution. Another interesting

relationship between vbe and vBE ( e ff) is obtained from (3.7)

and (3.21)

:

ex;
(

vBE(eff)
exp

vbe coshz sinhz

V,
(3.22)

for exp [vBe (ef f ) /V-p] »1 • Note that vBE(eff) is always greater

than vbe i n the switch-off case since (coshz sinhz/z) is

greater than unity.
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We note that the switch-off analysis described above has

no solution for extremely large negative JEO(eff)/ which tends

to obtain when the discharging current dQsE/dt (viz
. , Jq in

(3.5)) becomes too large compared with the dc current Ibe •

This condition is non-physical, and reflects the deficiency

of our model during the initial fast (diffusion) transient

discussed previously.

The no-solution problem can be avoided by limiting

JEO(eff) • Such limitation results in a solution, albeit

invalid, that most importantly carries the simulation through

the fast transient to the most significant lateral-drift-

controlled switch-off transient. So, for each iteration at

each time-step, we calculate a hypothetical maximum absolute

value of JEO(eff) f° r which the system of equations is

solvable, and then compare it with the actual JEO(eff)'" the

smaller value is used for the analysis . Details are given in

the Appendix C. This hypothetical limit for JEO(eff) is, as

expected, used only at the very beginning of the switch-off

transient, where the model is non-physical anyway, and indeed

is insignificant with regard to the predominant transient.

3.3 NOS Model Implementation

Our novel NQS modeling/implementation in MMSPICE-2 of

the BJT current crowding involves a coupling of the vertical
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and lateral carrier-transport analyses in the base region.

For the npn device, the analysis of the two-dimensional hole

flow semi-numerically defines VBE(eff) f° r each Newton-Raphson

iteration of the circuit nodal analysis at each time step.

The implemented transient-crowding model algorithm is

flowcharted in Fig. 3.2. The calculation of Jq from the

previous time-step solution for use in the current time-step

is done only in the first iteration at each time step, and

the value is used for all subsequent iterations. With the

terminal biases vbe and vbc passed in from the nodal analysis,

the one-dimensional model routine in MMSPICE solves the

ambipolar transport, accounting for constant extrinsic

terminal resistances, and characterizes the base charge in

both the metallurgical (Qbb) anc* widened (Qqnr) base regions.

These charges define the specific base resistivity (p) for the

current time-step analysis, which is needed in the solution

of the hole transport to derive a new veE(eff)- As discussed

in Section 3.2, this derivation requires a Newton-Raphson

iterative solution because of nonlinearit ies due to the

conductivity modulation.

Note in Fig. 3.2 that VBE(eff) is not iteratively coupled

to the one-dimensional model solution; that is, p is not

updated to correspond with vBe (ef f ) ^vbe • Although this one-

pass derivation of vBE(eff) using P(vbe) might seem incomplete,

it is proper. A complete iterative solution, which would
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FROM NODAL
ANALYSIS

NO

CALCULATE JQ
FROM PREVIOUS TIME-STEP SOLUTION

I
CALL MMSPICE/BJT MODEL(w/vBE ,vBC )

I
EVALUATE SPECIFIC BASE RESISTIVITY (p)

FROM TOTAL BASE CHARGE (Qbb+Qqnr)

I
CALCULATE v

BE(eff)

(N-R ITERATION)

I
CALL MMSPICE/BJT MODEL (w/V0

E(etf)
,vBC )

I
CALL MMSPICE/BJT MODEL (w/v

BE(eff)
+dv,vBC )

I
CALL MMSPICE/BJT MODEL (w/v

BE(eff)
,vBC+dv)

I
TO NODAL
ANALYSIS

Fig. 3.2 Flowchart of the MMSPICE-implemented transient
current crowding analysis, for every iteration at
each time step.
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require an outer Newton-like loop in the algorithm, would be

non-physical . The reason is that in the switch-on case where

vBE(eff) is less than vbe> the smaller veE(eff) i n the one-

dimensional model would not adequately account for possible

high-current effects at the periphery, and that in the

switch-off case where VBE(eff) is greater than vbe> the larger

vBE(eff) i n the one-dimensional model would tend to diminish

the central crowding effects by implying a smaller p.

With VBE(eff)r the one-dimensional MMSPICE model routine

is called again to obtain the nominal bias-point solution.

Since the model is semi-numerical, analytic derivatives of

the currents and charges cannot be given explicitly. Thus,

numerical (divided-difference) approximations are used to

evaluate (trans-) conductances and (trans-) capacitances for

use in the subsequent nodal analysis. In order to do that,

the model routine is called twice more with perturbed values

of vBE (eff) and vbc as indicated in Fig. 3.2. The admittance

matrix is then loaded, and ordinary circuit nodal analysis

follows

.

3.4 Simulations

Examples of transient simulations using MMSPICE-2 are

presented in this section. One circuit chosen for simulation

is a single-transistor inverter shown in Fig. 3.3, with no
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Vr.r.=2 V

Rcc=200 Q

RBB=100 Q

IN o—VAr

-O OUT

Fig. 3.3 A single transistor inverter circuit. The base
terminal is driven with a voltage pulse that is

delayed by 200ps and then ramped up (down) from
0.4V (0.9V) to 0.9V (0.4V) at a rate of . lV/ps

.
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load on the output. The assumed BJT model parameters

characterize a typical advanced device structure with

WE=1.2(Im. The peak base doping density is 1.5xl0 18 cm~ 3 and

the metallurgical base width is 0.15p.m. For the switch-on

transient, the NQS nature of the transient current crowding

is well illustrated in Fig. 3.4 where the simulated time-

dependent Jq, defined in (3.5), is compared with Jeo • Note

that Jq is several orders of magnitude greater than Jeo at the

moment the device is switched-on. It decreases monotonically

with time and finally becomes less than JEo only when the

device nears steady state. In the switch-off case, Jq is

negative, and its magnitude is not so large as for the

switch-on case. This is due to the exp [vbe (ef f ) /vt1 term in

the denominator of (3.5), which is large when the device is

switched off.

For the complete switch-on/switch-off cycle, Fig. 3.5

contrasts the simulated vBB (eff) with vbe i- n time, accounting

for constant extrinsic/external base resistance, which is

reflected by the discrepancies between vBe and the input

voltage Vin . The moment the device is switched-on, veE(eff)

becomes, as mentioned earlier, less than vBe due to the high

transient base current-induced crowding, but then increases

steadily with time to a value that corresponds to dc

crowding, which is relatively insignificant. For the switch-

off transient, vBE ( eff) is greater than vBE , but the difference
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Fig. 3.4 Simulated Jq versus time in the switch-on case

Jeo is the emitter saturation current density.
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is not so noticeable as for the switch-on case. These

results suggest that the central-emitter current crowding

during a switch-off transient is much less significant than

the peripheral-emitter crowding during a switch-on transient

.

This can be attributed to the level of base conductivity

modulation (reflected by p) at the initial stages of the

respective transients.

Fig. 3.6 shows the output voltage characteristics of the

inverter simulated with (MMSPICE-2) and without (MMSPICE-1)

the current crowding accounted for. In accord with

conclusions drawn from Fig. 3.5, the result of the switch-on

transient crowding is a substantively slower response, while

the added delay is insignificant for the switch-off

transient . Other simulations show that accounting for only

quasi-static crowding (due to Jeo i- n (3.6)) yields an output

voltage characteristic which is virtually identical to that

predicted by the simulation in Fig. 3.6 for which crowding

was completely neglected.

Predicted switch-on delays of the single transistor

inverter versus W E , with the emitter area fixed

(AE=LExWE=9 . 2x2 . 0|lm2 ) , and with the emitter area scaled with

WE , are plotted in Fig. 3.7. The emitter width WE was varied

using the values 0.1, 0.4, 1.2 and 2.0|!m. The delay was

defined as the time for the output current to reach 50% of

its final (high) value. The effect of the crowding is made
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accounted for.
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apparent by including in the figure delays predicted by one-

dimensional (MMSPICE-1) simulations. For the switch-on

transient, the results, consistent with previous work

[Tan85], show that peripheral-emitter crowding causes an

added delay, one that tends to become insignificant only when

WE is reduced to deep-submicron values [Ham88] . Note in Fig.

3.7 that when the emitter area is scaled with WE , the delay

is more sensitive to WE . The reason of course is that, in

addition to the crowding effect, the amount of charge that

must be stored in the BJT varies with WE . Other simulations

show that the relative importance of the crowding varies

inversely with the extrinsic (plus external) base resistance.

Results of switch-off simulations with varying WE show

that the added delay due to central-emitter crowding is

negligible, at least for WE <2(im. Indeed the simulations

predict that the reduced delay of a scaled (WE and AE ) device

is due predominantly to the reduced charge storage in the

BJT.

The effect of the emitter length LE on the current

crowding is reflected in Fig. 3.8, which shows normalized

predicted switch-on delays versus WE for devices with AE fixed

at 9.2x2.0|lm 2 or 3.2x2.0^lm2
. Note that for a fixed WE , the

crowding effect on the delay diminishes with increasing L E .

This is due to the decreasing specific resistivity p in

(3.2)

.
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The influence of the nominal base resistivity, viz
. , the

Gummel number, on the added switch-on delay due to crowding

is revealed in Fig. 3.9 where predicted normalized delays are

plotted versus W E (with fixed AE = 9 . 2x2 . 0[im 2
) for three

different metallurgical base widths WEm- The peak base doping

density was fixed at 1 . 5xl0 18 cm~ 3
. The plots show how the

transient crowding becomes more significant as Wbm is scaled

down, independent of the increasing current gain of the BJT

since there is no load on the inverter (Fig. 3.3)

.

In order to verify our model, two-dimensional numerical

simulations of the nominal BJT inverter were performed using

PISCES [PIS84], the results of which for varying WE are shown

in Fig. 3.10. In these switch-on and switch-off simulations,

the actual emitter length was fixed at l(lm because the output

currents of PISCES are always normalized by the length

perpendicular to the simulated structure. Also, the values

of WE used for the plots are the effective emitter widths,

which are about . 2(lm wider than the poly-emitter windows

because of lateral diffusion. The contact resistances at the

collector and base terminals were specified to include the

external resistances in the inverter circuit . Included in

Fig. 3.10 are corresponding MMSPICE device/circuit

simulations, with L E =lflm. In the switch-on case, the

transient current crowding is significant and is faithfully

predicted by MMSPICE-2, as contrasted by the inaccurate
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MMSPICE-1 simulations which are also shown. Some discrepancy

in the submicron region is apparent . This could be due to a

parasitic peripheral-region transistor unaccounted for in

MMSPICE-2 simulations; or possibly to slightly different

physical model parameters, e.g., mobility, assumed by PISCES

and MMSPICE-2. In the switch-off case, the crowding is seen

to be insignificant as implied previously. It can be

inferred then that the reduction of switch-off delay of a

scaled device is primarily caused by the reduced charge

storage rather than the diminished crowding in the BJT

.

Additional verification of the NQS crowding formalism in

MMSPICE-2 is provided in Fig. 3.11 where switch-on transient

collector currents predicted by PISCES, MMSPICE-2, and

MMSPICE-1 are plotted. These currents were taken from the

W E =1.4|lm simulations of Fig. 3.10. Note the good

correspondence in time between the PISCES and MMSPICE-2

currents, which are separated from the MMSPICE-1 current by a

significant (added NQS) delay.

In MMSPICE-1, a semi-empirical accounting for current

crowding can be effected by using a parameter which defines

the intrinsic base resistance as a function of the current-

dependent charge. Although the parameter could account for

the current crowding for given device dimension, it is not

applicable to other device dimensions since the parameter is

neither scalable nor predictable. Hence it cannot yield a
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trend like Fig. 3.10.

Finally, to emphasize the mixed-mode NQS simulation

capability of MMSPICE-2, transient simulations of an ECL

inverter stage, the basic building block of high-speed

digital circuits, were done. Fig. 3.12 shows the circuit

diagram; the four nominal BJTs have WE=1.2|lm. The output

voltage waveforms of the circuit predicted with and without

(via MMSPICE-1) current crowding are plotted in Fig. 3.13.

The effect of the NQS current crowding is apparent; the

propagation delay is increased by almost 50%

.

3 . 5 Summary

A novel NQS model for transient current crowding in

advanced BJTs has been developed. The new model, based on

the use of the previous time-step solution in the current

time-step analysis, characterizes a time-dependent effective

bias on the emitter-base junction for each circuit nodal

iteration at each time-step in a semi-numerical analysis

following Hauser [Hau64], but physically accounting for base

conductivity modulation and the NQS nature of the crowding.

The NQS model, implemented in MMSPICE-2, enables a semi-

numerical, scalable, mixed-mode device/circuit simulation

capability for application-specific TCAD . The tool is

supported by numerical simulations of advanced BJT structures
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using PISCES. From the simulations of a representative BJT

inverter circuit, the following conclusions were reached.

(1) For the switch-on transient, peripheral-emitter crowding

causes an added delay, and tends to become insignificant

only when We is scaled to deep-submicron values

.

(2) For the switch-off transient, the added delay due to

central-emitter crowding is negligible, at least for

WE<2(lm. Indeed the reduced delay of a scaled (WE and AE )

device is due predominantly to the reduced charge storage

in the BJT.

We note that the novel modeling/implementation involving

use of the previous time-step solution to update the model

for the current time-step analysis could be a viable means of

accounting for general NQS behavior in semi-numerical

transient device/circuit simulation. Such behavior must

indeed be modeled to enable truly predictive mixed-mode

simulation for TCAD

.



CHAPTER 4

ANALYTIC ACCOUNTING FOR CARRIER VELOCITY OVERSHOOT

4.1 Introduction

In advanced silicon-based bipolar technology, the

vertical as well as the lateral dimensions of the BJT are

being scaled to deep-submicron values. Consequently, very

high electric fields and field gradients are not uncommon in

the scaled device. When the field increases rapidly over

distances comparable to the energy-relaxation mean free path,

carrier velocity can overshoot the value corresponding to the

local electric field. This enhanced transport occurs because

the carrier (kinetic) energy, which controls the collision

time and hence limits the velocity, lags the field and

remains relatively small [Ruc72]. Such a non-local effect

has been recognized as significant in MOSFETs and MESFETs for

years, but only now is its significance in advanced bipolar

transistors (BJTs) becoming an issue [Lee89, Cra90]

.

Recent work [Fus92] has indicated that velocity

overshoot in scaled silicon BJTs can be beneficial, and must

be accounted for in the device and circuit design. The

effect, however, has not yet been physically accounted for in

any circuit simulator. Indeed, this phenomenon is not

64
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accounted for in most device simulators because of the

implied computational intensiveness . The conventional drift-

diffusion current equation used in ordinary circuit and

device simulators does not account for the non-local effect

of an inhomogeneous electric field on the carrier velocity.

It is based on the assumption that the drift velocity is a

function of the local electric field, and ignores the actual

dependence (of mobility) on carrier energy.

Non-local effects on carrier transport have been

accounted for using different analyses, but with severe

restrictions because of the accuracy/computational efficiency

trade-off. Hence these analyses—which include rigorous

Monte Carlo statistical treatments [Lee89], less complex

solutions of the hydrodynamic equations involving the

solution of the moments of Boltzmann transport equation

(i.e., a set of equations describing conservation of particle

number, momentum, and energy solved in conjunction with

Poisson's equation) [Blo70], and even simpler solutions of

the energy transport equations which, with some assumptions,

can be derived from the hydrodynamic model [Bor91] —have

limited utility for device simulation and virtually no use

for circuit simulation. Alternatively, the so-called

augmented drift-diffusion (ADD) transport model [Tho82],

which retains most of the efficiency of the drift-diffusion

equation but uses additional analytic terms to account for
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the non-local effects, has been proposed as a way of

efficiently extending the utility of drift /diffusion-based

tools for scaled technologies

.

In Section 4.2, a simple but physical analytic model for

first-order accounting of the electron velocity overshoot in

advanced silicon-based BJT "circuit simulation" is presented.

The model, which characterizes the non-local electron

velocity in the high-field collector space-charge regions

(SCRs) , is shown to be identical to the ADD formalism when

the electron diffusion is negligible. The associated

velocity relaxation, which is not accounted for in the ADD

model, is characterized phenomenologically to be consistent

with the overshoot analysis. In Section 4.3, the comparison

of our model with the energy transport analysis is presented.

In Section 4.4, the implementation of the model in MMSPICE is

discussed. In the last section, device and circuit

simulation results are presented to assess the significance

of the electron velocity overshoot in advanced silicon

bipolar and BiCMOS technologies, and to support the model.

This is the first time that a non-local effect has been

explicitly accounted for in a circuit simulator.
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4.2 Model Development

4.2.1 Velocity Overshoot

When the randomly moving conduction-band electrons in a

semiconductor encounter an electric field, they experience an

increase in average (drift) velocity, and an increase in

average kinetic energy which however tends to lag the drift

velocity [Ruc72]. When the kinetic energy is important

(i.e., when the electrons are not in thermal balance with the

lattice) , a phenomenological force acting on the electrons

can be expressed in one dimension as

qE(eff) = — (£c- *H) (4.1)
dx

where £c and *W are the (average) potential and kinetic

energies of the electrons respectively. Note that T,c and W

in (4.1) are "correlated" in accord with electron flow. When

W is small (=3kT/2 where T is the lattice temperature),

E (eff) is the actual field, E, proportional to d£c/dx as it is

classically expressed.

Ballistic transport of the electrons, driven by E, would

result in unlimited W. However the electrons in a crystal

lattice frequently collide with impurities and phonons, the

result of which is to randomize their motion and limit their
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(average) drift velocity, v, and hence their momentum.

Effectively the collisions give rise to a retarding force

proportional to the velocity, as characterized by the balance

of momentum [Shu81]

:

m >dv _
dt

- qE (eff) - m * v
x(W)

(4.2)

where m* is the effective mass of conduction (sub-)band

electrons and T(W) is an energy-dependent momentum relaxation

time. Combining (4.1) and (4.2) yields

m
>dv

dt

d£c

dx

dW
dx

- m
v

X(W)

, (- qE + SS\ . .._£
\ dx / T in.Z(W)

(4.3)

For dc or quasi-static analysis, dv/dt=0 in (4.3) and

v = - qE +

m* \ clx (4.4)

Note that when dTlVdx is negligible, (4.4) becomes a well-

known equation defining the electron mobility \iCW) (=|v/E|):

^m . 3HM. (4.5)
m
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The mobility is expressed as a function of W to emphasize

that it depends more on the local carrier energy than on the

local electric field. Using (4.5) in (4.4) with the chain

rule for differentiation gives

v = - \L(W)E 1 +
1 dW\ h dE

q d
|
E

|
ME dx

= v (E) 1 + ME) dE
dx

(4.6)

where v (E) is the conventional drift velocity defined by the

local field, and L (E) = ( d'WVd
I
E

| ) /q is a phenomenological

length coefficient [Pri88], which describes to first-order

the non-local effect of the electric field gradient on v.

For L(E)#0, a large dE/dx in (4.6) implies a possibly

significant velocity overshoot, |v|>|v (E) |, in accord with

the more rigorous physics underlying the electron transport.

Note that (4.6) is identical with the ADD formalism [Tho82]

when the diffusion of carriers is negligible [Kan91]. The

field gradient in (4.6) was substituted with the quasi-Fermi

level by other authors [Kiz89], to avoid inappropriate

overshoot corrections in the presence of built-in electric

field. However this would not be important in real

applications, since the simulation of the equilibrium

condition is not needed in most cases.
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The length coefficient has been characterized via Monte

Carlo analysis [Art88] by several investigators. However the

results show some quantitative differences, possibly because

of the different transport parameters and band structures

used. Recently, Chen et al [Che91] derived an analytic

formula for L(E), but its utility is subject to uncertainties

in the evaluation of some model parameters. Hence we suggest

a simplified piecewise-linear representation of L(E) for

electrons in silicon at room temperature, based on Artaki's

Monte Carlo simulations [Art88], which is illustrated in Fig.

4.1. In fact, L(E) can be negative for low |E|, although the

velocity undershoot thereby implied by (4.6) is generally not

significant [Lun90] and will be neglected here.

Equation (4.5) implies that the classical mobility

decreases with increasing electric field since the electrons

gain kinetic energy which reduces the average (scattering)

time between collisions. When the velocity imparted to an

electron by the applied field is much less than the random

thermal velocity, X is however insensitive to E, implying a

linear v(E) dependence: v =-n E where |I is the low-field

mobility. At high fields however, the drift velocity becomes

comparable to the random thermal velocity, and X is reduced.

The drift velocity (magnitude) in this case, in the absence

of a high gradient of E, approaches a limiting (saturated)
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value v s (=10 7 cm/sec in silicon at room temperature), which

can be empirically expressed as the product of (l and a

critical electric field (magnitude) E s defining the onset of

velocity saturation: vs =|I E s .

Hence depending on the magnitude of the electric field

in a region with d|E|/dx > 0, the magnitude of the carrier

drift velocity in (4.6) can be expressed as

v| = ^ |E 1 + L < E > dE
E dx

^olE

and

1 + L < E > <2E_

E dx.

for |E | < E<

for |E | > E<

(4.7)

(4.8)

The typical value of E s for electrons in silicon at room

temperature is less than 30KV/cm, and for |E|<E S , L(E)

vanishes as shown in Fig. 4.1. Hence as indicated in (4.7),

I
v

|
=|l

|
E

| for this case, in accord with the conventional

characterization. This simplification means that the

velocity overshoot characterization is needed only when

|E|>E S as in (4.8), and that otherwise the conventional

drift-diffusion formalism with (4.7) is still applicable even

though d|E|/dx is high.
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4.2.2 Velocity Relaxation

The analytic velocity overshoot characterization in

(4.8) is strictly valid only when the magnitude of the

electric field is increasing in the drift current direction.

It would yield no overshoot when d|E|/dx = or an undershoot

when d|E|/dx < 0, independent of the history of the

transport, and hence is non-physical for these cases. For

example, a hot (high-Tl^) electron entering such a region where

d | E |
/dx is not positive must travel a few mean free paths to

reach the velocity corresponding to the local field, and

hence would experience velocity overshoot . This relaxation

can be neglected for MOSFETs and MESFETs because the only

significant non-local effects occur under the gate where

electrons are accelerated to the drain by a high field with

d|E|/dx > [Kiz89, Kan91]. However for the BJT, which

contains significant (space-charge) regions with d|E|/dx <

adjacent to those with d|E|/dx > 0, the velocity relaxation

following overshoot must be simulated. Details on various

types of SCRs will be presented in next section.

To understand the velocity relaxation in the advanced

BJT, consider a mental experiment. Fig. 4.2 shows the

possible relaxation of the drift velocity in the collector

side of the base-collector junction SCR where |E| is
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Edge of SCR

Fig. 4.2 Possible distributions of the drift velocity when
|E| is decreasing with distance. Note that the
electric field magnitude at the edge of SCR is

assumed to be E s .
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decreasing with distance (see Fig. 4.3(a)) . Note that the

electric field magnitude at the (nebulous) edge of the SCR is

implicitly assumed to be E s [Jeo89] . Normally when a hot

electron leaves a high-field region, its velocity will

decrease with distance due to the scattering by which it

transfers its energy to the lattice (see Case 1 in Fig. 4.2)

.

The relaxation however becomes somewhat different when the

width of the SCR gets smaller. At a glance, it seems likely

that the velocity would not decrease very much from its value

at the junction because of the reduced scattering. But

actually this tendency would be compensated by the velocity

undershoot tendency [Lun90], which obtains when the electric

field is decreasing very rapidly. The kinetic energy

responds to fields more slowly than does the carrier

velocity; hence immediately after the high- to low-field

transition, the carrier's kinetic energy is still high, and

thus its mobility is lower than that corresponding to thermal

balance between the carrier and the lattice. After the

electron has dissipated its excess energy, it would then have

the velocity v s (see Case 2) . This is supported by the fact

that L(E) in (4.8) is at the edge of the SCR because |E| is

assumed to be E s . Taking these two conflicting phenomena

into consideration, we assume that the velocity would decay

monotonically with distance and finally reach v s at the edge

of the SCR (as described by Case 3)

.
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Based on this insight, we use a phenomenological

representation of the velocity relaxation in an SCR where

d|E|/dx < by simplifying (4.2) to

dv dv
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where WRR is the width of the relaxation region.

4.2.3 Effective Saturated Drift Velocity

To this point, we have modeled the hot-electron velocity

in an SCR using either the length coefficient or the

scattering mean free path, depending on the sign of d|E|/dx.

To facilitate the implementation (discussed later) of the

model into the bipolar device/circuit simulator MMSPICE, we

define now an effective saturated drift velocity vS ( e ff) based

on the actual transit time of electrons in the SCR being

analyzed

:

dx_ = WSCR
(4.12)

V(x) vs(eff)
'WsCR ^WsCR

where v(x) is given by (4.8) or (4.10), and Wscr is the width

of the SCR in which |E| is greater than E s .

For the advanced BJT, different operating conditions are

distinguished by the charge conditions [Jeo89] in the

epitaxial collector region, as reflected in Fig. 4.3. The

electric field distributions shown are determined by the bias

on the base-collector junction and the collector current.
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Fig. 4.3 Electric field distributions in a base-collector
junction SCR (a), and a current-induced SCR (b)
associated with non-ohmic quasi-saturation, i.e.,
base pushout. When either SCR expands, the entire
epi layer can become space-charged (c)

.
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Fig. 4.3(a) represents the conventional junction SCR at the

base-collector junction under low-current conditions. For

high-current conditions, when non-ohmic quasi-saturat ion

(base pushout) prevails, the current-induced SCR exists in

the epi-collector as denoted in Fig. 4.3(b). Note that the

electric field is assumed to be -E s at the edge of the

collector-side SCR in both cases; this assumption in fact

defines the SCRs [Jeo89] . When either SCR expands, the

entire epi layer can become space-charged, as shown in Fig.

4.3(c). We must consider the three SCR types in the BJT

separately

.

4.2.3.1 Junction SCR

When the SCR exists across the base-collector junction,

as shown in Fig. 4.3(a), (4.12) applied to it yields

I v(x) I

y-Wvs JO

Wscc

dx . Wvs + W
V(X) vs(eff)

S£c (4.13)

where WVs and Wscc are the widths of the base and collector

sides of the SCR respectively. The carrier velocity v(x) is

evaluated depending on the sign of d|E|/dx. In the base

side, the velocity is characterized via (4.8), using the
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depletion approximation coupled to a first-pass (v s < e f f )
—>v s )

MMSPICE simulation to describe E(x) and Wvs

:

dE
dx

3. [NA (x) + n]
e

^ NA (x)
e

_ q NAo exp
-Tl

W
{x + WBM )

BM
(4.14)

where the assumed exponential doping profile is consistent

with the base-transport analysis of the BJT model [Jeo89] in

MMSPICE; WBm is the metallurgical base width. Thus

E(x)
qWBM

en
NA0 exp—H* + wBM )

Wbm

(4.15)
+ C

The integration constant C can be easily evaluated from the

electric field at the junction (x=0) , which is available from

the output of the BJT model routine in MMSPICE. E(x) and

dE/dx are then substituted into (4.8) to give v(x) for the

first integral in (4.13) . The validity of using the

depletion approximation here will be discussed in Appendix D.

In the collector side, (4.10) is used directly for the

second integral in (4.13), with v(0) being equated to that

derived from the analysis of base side. Both integrals in



(4.13) are evaluated by a numerical method to give v S ( e ff).

Strictly, the value of E s in the base side tends to be

greater than that in the collector side because the electron

mobility (|I ) in the base is lower due to the higher doping

concentration. However because the (compensated) doping is

generally not known precisely and because this variation in

E s is only a second-order effect, we neglect it.

4.2.3.2 Current-induced SCR

When the current-induced SCR exists, as illustrated in

Fig. 4.3(b), (4.12) applied to it yields

•'Wqhr

Wepi

V(X) v s(eff)

dx _ WEPI ~ W0NR
(4.16)

where Wqnr is the extended width of the pushed-out (quasi-

neutral) base region. The transit time across the portion of

the SCR in the adjacent buried layer of the BJT structure is

neglected since the heavy doping there implies only a

negligibly thin depletion-region width, Wbl-wepi •

From the first-pass MMSPICE simulation [Jeo89], the

electric field in the SCR and WqNR are obtained in accord with

dE = _ a An
dx e
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- ^ -^- - NEPI ]
(4.17)

£ \qAv s

where NEP i is the doping concentration of the epi-collector

layer and An is the excess electron density in the SCR, which

is assumed to be spatially constant since the current Iq is

constant. From (4.17),

E(x) = - 3- -^S Nepi (x - WQNR )
- E s . (4.18)

£ \qAv s /

Equations (4.17) and (4.18) are substituted into (4.8) to

yield v(x), and v S ( e ff) is evaluated from (4.16). In the

vicinity of the boundary between the SCR and the quasi-

neutral region in the epi-collector, the electric field

gradient is very large. However this transitional region can

be ignored because the length coefficient is, as shown in

Fig. 4.1, assumed to be when |E|<E S .

4.2.3.3 Special case

In previous sections, the velocity overshoot effect was

characterized via regional analyses depending on the sign of

the field gradient. There is a special case for the BJT

however where the overshoot effect would not be properly

accounted for in this manner. This is the case where the epi



layer is completely space-charged, and the magnitude of the

electric field is still increasing with distance due to non-

ohmic quasi-saturation, as shown in Fig. 4.3(c) . (Note that

when the entire epi layer is space-charged, but |E| is

decreasing with distance, the overshoot analysis for the

junction SCR is still applicable.)

According to our formalism, the same overshoot analysis

would be applied in the collector side as in the base side.

Of course, this is adequate if the field gradient is

relatively large. When the electric field is increasing

slightly however, the direct application of our model would

tend to exaggerate the overshoot effect since velocity

relaxation is ignored. In fact, the carrier velocity would

decrease with distance in the epi-collector . In order to

cope with this deficiency of our formalism, we empirically

combine the overshoot model with the relaxation model for

this case as follows:

v(x) « vrel (x) + vov (x) exp
-1

dE

dx

+ voffset (4.19)

where vrei (x) and vov (x) are the velocity distributions

characterized by the relaxation and overshoot models

respectively, and f is an empirical weighting factor. When

the field gradient is very small, (4.19) reduces to (4.10),
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implying that velocity relaxation would be predominant in the

collector side. When the gradient becomes large, v(x) is

given as the sum of v re i (x) and vov (x) with the empirical

factor chosen to ensure a smooth transition from velocity

relaxation to velocity overshoot. The offset velocity,

Voffset in (4.19) is used to make the velocity at the junction

continuous

.

4.3 Comparisons with Energy Transport Model

One way to characterize the velocity overshoot effect is

to solve the energy transport equation [Bor91]. Such a

solution can provide support for our simple analytic model.

In this section, we will numerically solve the energy

transport equation Goldsman et al presented [G0I88], and

contrast it with our model. By assuming the electron energy

as entirely thermal, they derived the steady-state momentum

equation from the Boltzmann transport equation as

tp(w)
V = —

m
(_ qE _ 2. dw _ 2w dn|

(4 2Q)
I 3 dx 3n dx'

1 3 3where w is the average electron energy (h— m*v2 + ~z kTe = x kTe

where Te is the electron temperature), Tp(w) is the energy-

dependent momentum relaxation time, and n is the electron

concentration. Combining (4.20) (with dn/dx=0) with the



steady-state energy equation, Goldsman et al derived an

equation for average electron energy that includes the effect

of velocity overshoot

:

1/2
(4.21)

where Xw (w) is the energy relaxation time, and w is the

thermal energy of the lattice (=3kT/2)

.

In order to solve these equations, both Tp and Tw must be

known as functions of the electron energy. Although Goldsman

et al evaluated the relaxation times by Monte Carlo

simulations in homogeneous fields, we use simple functions to

empirically approximate the parameters they derived:

Tp (w) = c + -7 , and
r w

(4.22)

Tw (w) = d + dxw + d2w2 + d 3w 3 (4.23)

where cn and dn denote empirical constants. In Fig. 4.4, the

discrete points represent the momentum and energy relaxation

times Goldsman et al have derived, and the solid lines which

best fit the data are given by (4.22) and (4.23). Then the

energy dependent carrier velocity can be numerically

evaluated from (4.20) and (4.21), since those equations are a

function of the single variable w.
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For comparisons, we evaluated the velocity distributions

for the typical advanced BJT, when the junction or the

current-induced SCR exists, using our model and that of

Goldsman et al. Fig. 4.5(a) shows the predicted velocity

distributions in the junction SCR when V"be=0.7V and VBc=0 . OV

are applied to the terminals of the device. (For the

effective mass of conduction sub-band electron, m*=0.26mo was

used, where m is the rest mass [Mul89] . The electric field

used as inputs for both the models was available from the

output of MMSPICE.) As described before, our overshoot

analysis is done when the magnitude of the electric field is

increasing (x<0) . In accord with our piecewise-linear L(E)

model, the carrier velocity reaches its peak, value vpeak when

the length coefficient is at its maximum value at E=50KV/cm

(see Fig. 4.1). Note that the location of vpea k is about the

same as that predicted by the energy transport model. When

reverse bias is applied on the base-collector junction (V"bc=

-2.0V), Vpea k increases as shown in Fig. 4.5(b), because the

gradient of the electric field also increases. Figs. 4.6(a)

and (b) illustrate the velocity distributions in the current-

induced SCR (for VBE=1.0V, VBC=0.0V or VBc=-2 . 0V)

.

We note in the above figures that our model predicts a

higher peak overshoot velocity than that yielded by either

the energy transport model or Monte Carlo simulations (not
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shown in the figures) [Prof. M. Lundstrom of Purdue

University, private communication, 1991]. This discrepancy

could mean that the length coefficient [Art88] which we used

might be erroneous. Indeed when the high-|E| saturation

value of L(E) in Fig. 4.1 is reduced from 4 . 5xl0 -6 cm to

2.0xl0" 6 cm, which has been suggested [Art88], the MMSPICE-

predicted velocity overshoot is in better agreement with that

predicted by the energy transport and Monte Carlo analyses.

This uncertainty in L(E) can be attributed to the different

set of transport parameters used. However we stress that the

terminal characteristics of advanced BJTs predicted by our

model, which will be shown later, agree quite well with

results [Fus92] of measurements and numerical simulations

based on a hydrodynamic model for energy transport

.

Conversely then, we note that the energy transport model has

several uncertainties as well. It is based on several

equivocal assumptions. For example, it assumes that the

electron energy is entirely thermal. Also, the results

depend on the degree of the energy transport equation, and

there are still some uncertainties in the evaluation of the

model parameters such as m*, xp , and Tw . Monte Carlo analysis

is not unequivocal either. For example, detailed and

accurate information about the numerous scattering parameters

as well as needed details of the energy-band structure are

lacking. With these deficiencies then, our model is
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reasonable for first-order accounting of the electron

velocity overshoot in circuit simulation, which has never

been done before.

4.4 Implementation

The implementation of the electron velocity overshoot

model in MMSPICE is based on a single iteration of the

existing (conventional) model routine [Jeo89] for the (n+pnn +
)

BJT, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7. The analysis is done for

each iteration of the circuit nodal analysis at each time

step. With VBe and VBC passed in from the nodal analysis, the

(one-dimensional) BJT model routine, which assumes a

saturated drift velocity vs (no overshoot) in the high-E epi-

collector SCRs, is called to solve the conventional ambipolar

transport, and characterize E (x) . Thus unlike empirical

circuit models, the MMSPICE BJT model is susceptible to an

extension to account for the augmented non-local carrier

velocity distribution. From the predicted E(x), combined

with the length coefficient L(E), the carrier velocity is

evaluated depending on the SCR type (see Fig. 4.3) . Then

from v[E(x)], the effective saturated drift velocity,

vs(eff) >v s/ is evaluated as described in Section 4.2.3.
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model in MMSPICE.
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Once vS ( e ff) is characterized, E s is correspondingly

updated as well to E s (ef f )=vs (ef f ) /|i , which is higher than the

preliminary value. Fig. 4.8 illustrates the resulting

velocity-field model in the epi-collector SCRs used in

MMSPICE, which we believe is suitable for first-order

accounting of the velocity overshoot in circuit simulation.

Note that the v(E) slope (i.e., the low-field mobility n ) is

not changed. Hence the solution obtained in regions where

|E|<E S (reflected by (X ) is not perturbed at all, which is

physically appropriate.

With vs( eff) and E s(eff) , the MMSPICE BJT model routine is

called once more to effect the first-order accounting for the

non-local transport in the predicted device currents and

charges. The accounting for velocity overshoot, which is

done here in a circuit simulator for the first time, is

computationally efficient, and enables representative mixed-

mode simulation for advanced bipolar technologies as we now

demonstrate

.

4.5 Simulations

In this section, MMSPICE device and circuit simulation

results are presented to assess significance of the velocity

overshoot effects in advanced silicon-based bipolar
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technologies, as well as to lend credibility to our modeling.

The assumed BJT model parameters characterize a contemporary

advanced silicon device structure: the actual emitter area is

3 . 2x1 . 2|lm2 ; the peak base doping density is 1 . 5xl0 18 /cm 3
; the

metallurgical base width is 0.15|!m; the epi doping density is

2 .0xl0 16 /cm3
; and the width of the epi-collector is 0.45|im.

The MMSPICE-predicted results in Fig. 4.9 illustrate how

the electric field and the corresponding electron velocity in

the collector-region SCRs of the advanced BJT vary as VBe is

increased. These v[E(x)] dependences define v S ( e ff), as

described in Section 4.2.3, for the final call of the model

routine; and they underlie device/circuit performance

simulations exemplified below. When the device is operating

at low current in the forward-active mode, the base-collector

junction SCR (Fig. 4.3(a)) exists as indicated for Case 1

(V Be=0.70V, VBC=-2.0V) in Fig. 4.9. The electric field

(magnitude) is high, increasing abruptly near the

metallurgical junction. Significant overshoot is predicted.

As VBe is increased, the electrons constituting the collector

current modulate the SCR, decreasing d|E|/dx on the

collector-side, and the onset of quasi-saturat ion [Jeo89]

(base pushout) is approached. The velocity overshoot is

diminished because the (positive) gradient of the electric

field is decreased as the collector-side SCR expands. As
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shown by Case 2 (Vbe=0.85V), eventually the SCR covers the

entire epi-collector . Case 3 (Vbe= . 90V) shows that the sign

of d|E|/dx on the collector-side is reversed since the

electron density is larger than Nepi (see Fig. 4.3(c)) . If

VBe is increased further, as in Case 4 (VBE=1.0V), a high- | E

|

current-induced SCR (Fig. 4.3(b)) is formed, forcing non-

ohmic quasi-saturation (i.e., base pushout), and significant

velocity overshoot begins to recur, with the region of

overshoot pushed out toward the buried layer. These

predictions do indeed agree in principle with results of

numerical simulations, including the hydrodynamic equations,

of advanced BJTs [Fus92] . One point should be mentioned; our

other simulation results, although not shown here, reveal

that vS ( e ff) is, in accord with Das' work [Das91], decreased

with the reverse bias on the base-collector junction, because

the electric field profile changes due to the increase in the

SCR width, which reduces the importance of the initial

velocity overshoot

.

Fig. 4.10 shows the MMSPICE-predicted dc current gain

(P(VBE )) of the same BJT, simulated with and without the

velocity overshoot accounted for. Even though the overshoot

effect becomes noticeable with increasing reverse bias on the

base-collector junction at high VB e^ it is relatively

insignificant with regard to (3 for this BJT. Simulated high-
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injection collector current densities (Jc(Vce) versus Ib) are

shown in Fig. 4.11. These predictions of the velocity-

overshoot effect on Jc show excellent agreement with results

of measurements and numerical simulations [Fus92] . For the

relatively low I B = 20|lA, the overshoot effect is not

noticeable for low Vqe because ohmic quasi-saturation [Jeo89]

prevails in this case; viz., the electric field is low.

Although the overshoot effect does become apparent in this

case at higher Vqe when the entire epi-collector is space-

charged, it is not a strong effect since the field gradients

are not extremely high. For higher fixed Ib though, the

overshoot effect becomes more significant with increasing V"ce •

In this case, the prevalent current-induced SCR (Fig. 4.3(b))

is being enlarged and concomitantly the electric field

gradient is increasing, thereby increasing v S ( e ff) and

counteracting the Jc limitation that normally results from

quasi-saturation and base pushout [Jeo89] . For fixed Vqe

where the current-induced SCR exists, the overshoot effect

becomes more noticeable as Ib increases because of the

increased d|E|/dx in the SCR which increases v s ( e ff) and

delays the base pushout (see Fig. 4.9) . For the high

I B=160|lA at VCE=3.0V, Jc is underestimated by about 5% when

the velocity overshoot is not accounted for.
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From the previous results, it can be inferred that the

velocity overshoot would reduce the signal delay by

suppressing base pushout [Fus92] . In Fig. 4.12, the base

pushout factors are plotted versus the collector current

density. The base pushout factor is defined as the ratio of

the widened base width to the nominal base width. Obviously,

base pushout was suppressed with the overshoot effect; when

Jc=0 . 5xl0 5A/cm2 for example, the conventional model predicts

about 25% of base pushout, but according to the overshoot

model, the (nominal) quasi-neutral base region is not widened

yet . Since base pushout is suppressed by the overshoot

effect, it can be exploited to enhance the performance of the

scaled devices. In fact, it can lower the otherwise high

collector doping concentration, if the other parameters are

carefully optimized.

The influence of the velocity overshoot on performance

is illustrated in Fig. 4.13 where the MMSPICE-predicted

cutoff frequency (f-r) versus Jq is plotted for Vce=3 • 0V .
The

velocity overshoot increases the onset value of Jc for base

pushout, thereby yielding higher f? at high currents. For

this contemporary BJT, this effect would allow about an 80%

higher operating current, or a lower epi doping density

[Fus92] (for lower collector-base junction capacitance and

higher breakdown voltage) , for the same performance as that
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predicted without velocity overshoot

.

In order to assess the significance of the electron

velocity overshoot in the BJT in actual circuit performance,

MMSPICE transient simulations of a single-stage ECL gate

comprising four BJTs (see Fig. 3.12 for the circuit diagram),

each characterized as previously described, were done. For a

(high) gate current (Igate) of 0.9mA (

J

c=0 . 2xl0 5A/cm 2
) and a

logic swing of 0.5V, switching voltage transients of the

circuit predicted with and without the overshoot effect are

plotted in Fig. 4.14(a). With the overshoot accounted for,

the ECL propagation delay is reduced because of less base

pushout . However the benefit is small; the velocity

overshoot produces only about a 5% speed enhancement. Fig.

4.14(b) illustrates average propagation delay versus the gate

current. As high-current conditions prevail, the delay is

increased due to base pushout. If the velocity overshoot is

accounted for, the delay is decreased as discussed before.

However the benefit of overshoot is reduced as the region of

overshoot is pushed out toward the buried layer.

To further investigate the influence of the overshoot in

circuit applications, a BiCMOS driver was also simulated.

Fig. 4.15(a) shows the circuit diagram of the driver; the

gate length of the nominal MOSFETs is 1 . 0|!m and two BJTs have

1.2[i.m emitter widths. The switching characteristics of the
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circuit with a 5.0V supply voltage, simulated with and

without the overshoot accounted for, are shown in Fig.

4.15(b). With a capacitive load (Ci oad) o f 2pF, the average

propagation delay is reduced by about 4% by the electron

velocity overshoot in the epi-collector of the BJTs . The

average propagation delays versus Cioad are plotted in Fig.

4.15(c). With the overshoot effect, the propagation delay is

decreased by about 4% on the average. (For these simulations

the overshoot effect was accounted for only in the BJTs .

)

In the transient simulations discussed, the transient

field (dE/dt) dependence of the electron drift velocity

[Bla90], which might be significant during fast transients,

was not accounted for. (In fact, this non-stationary effect

in scaled BJTs could be accounted for via the methodology

described in [Jin92a].) Because of the usual insignificance

of non-quasi-static effects in contemporary bipolar digital

circuits, we do not believe that this transient overshoot is

as significant as the quasi-static one which we modeled.

The velocity overshoot model, implemented in MMSPICE,

increases the circuit/device simulation time mainly because

of the additional call of the BJT model routine, but also

because of the numerical integration needed to evaluate the

effective saturated drift velocity and higher iteration

counts required for convergence to time-point solutions of
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the circuit nodal analysis. For the ECL transient

simulations of Fig. 4.14, the run-time is increased by about

40%. Nonetheless the tool seems to effect a very good trade-

off between accuracy and computational intensiveness in

accounting for velocity overshoot in bipolar transistor and

circuit simulation, which has not been done previously.

4 . 6 Summary

A physical model for electron velocity overshoot in

advanced silicon BJTs has been developed and implemented into

a circuit simulator (MMSPICE) for the first time. The model,

which is based on an augmented drift-velocity formalism,

assumes a piecewise-linear length coefficient derived from

Monte Carlo simulations. The associated relaxation of the

carrier velocity is characterized phenomenologically to be

consistent with the overshoot analysis. The model

characterizes an effective saturated drift velocity, larger

than the classical value due to overshoot, for each iteration

of the circuit nodal analysis at each time step. This first-

order semi-numerical accounting for non-local velocity

overshoot was shown to be amenable to representative and

computationally efficient circuit and device simulation.

Indeed it can be especially useful for predictive mixed-mode
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simulation for bipolar and BiCMOS VLSI

technology/manufacturing CAD.

From MMSPICE simulation results, we conclude that

electron velocity overshoot effects in contemporary silicon

BJTs produce only small performance enhancements, but can be

exploited to optimize design trade-offs in scaled

technologies

.



CHAPTER 5

MMSPICE-2 DEVELOPMENT

5.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapters, the modeling of multi-

dimensional currents, current crowding, and velocity

overshoot in advanced BJTs has been presented. To utilize

the models for mixed-mode device/circuit simulation, we

implemented them into MMSPICE [Jeo90], which resulted in the

creation of "MMSPICE-2". In this chapter, the issues related

to the implementation are discussed.

The previously developed MMSPICE (version 1) is a

physical alternative to Gummel-Poon/SPICE, containing a

charge-based semi-numerical BJT model based on one-

dimensional regional analyses involving technological

parameters that pertain to doping profile and to physical

models that depend on doping. The one-dimensional model

physically accounts for high-current effects, impact

ionization, and non-reciprocal (trans) capacitances . Although

this physics-based model is sufficient for many applications,

the utility of MMSPICE is enhanced herein by adding user

options to account for the multi-dimensional currents, the

dc/transient current crowding, and the electron velocity

111
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overshoot. Furthermore, the extrinsic collector-base

junction capacitance (charge) is added. In fact, this

capacitance has a predominant effect on the performance of

scaled devices because the extrinsic base region is not

reduced proportionally as the intrinsic device is scaled

down. The collector-substrate capacitance (charge) is also

included.

In Section 5.2, the new features of MMSPICE-2 are

presented, with descriptions of the new parameters. The

models are implemented into MMSPICE so that users may

activate any combination of them by option. In Section 5.3,

discussion of the evaluation of the new parameters is given.

In Section 5.4, the modifications of MMSPICE source code,

which are needed to produce MMSPICE-2, are discussed with the

aid of the software-structure flowcharts. Finally in Section

5.5, MMSPICE-2 simulation results exemplifying the new

features are presented to demonstrate the utility of the

simulator in bipolar TCAD applications.

5 .2 New Features

5.2.1 Multi-dimensional Currents

As described in Chapter 2, the most important peripheral

current in the advanced BJT structure is the component of
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base current due to lateral injection of electrons from the

emitter sidewall. The peripheral base current Ibp was modeled

as [eq. (2.2)]

Ibp = 2-JE0P- (WE + LE)
V

exp
BE - 1

iNEBP-V T
(5.1)

where the new parameters JEOP and NEBP represent the

peripheral saturation current density (per unit length) and

the peripheral emission coefficient respectively. If JEOP is

not specified on the model card, the lateral injection

current is neglected.

5.2.2 Current Crowding

In MMSPICE-1, a semi-empirical accounting for current

crowding was effected by defining the intrinsic base

resistance as a function of the current-dependent base

charge. This was done through the parameter CRBI, the

intrinsic base resistance coefficient [Jeo90] . However in

order to characterize the crowding properly, we have to use

the physical model developed in Chapter 3. The new model

uses the majority-hole mobility in the intrinsic base region,

which is needed to evaluate the specific base resistivity.

Hence we introduce a new model parameter, UPBASE, the

effective hole mobility (for the npn device)

.
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To activate the dc/transient crowding analysis in

MMSPICE-2, CRBI is used as a flag. If CRBI>0, the old

accounting is accessed. If CRBI=0 is specified, then the new

crowding analysis is activated, using either the user-

specified UPBASE or a default value (
=230cm2 /V • sec) . In

Chapter 3, it was revealed that the switch-off transient

crowding is usually negligible for contemporary BJTs .
Hence

in MMSPICE-2, a sub-option to skip the crowding analysis

during the switch-off transient is employed for reduction of

computation time and for potential improvements in

convergence. If CRBKO on the model card, vBE(eff) =v BE 1S

assumed during the switch-off transient, while the regular

crowding analysis is done during the switch-on transient.

Note that when CRBI is not specified in the model parameters,

a nonzero default value (=2xlO~ 4V- sec/cm2
) is assumed, and the

original (crude) analysis is used.

One point should be mentioned regarding the device-card

parameters. As described in Chapter 3, the crowding analysis

is done along the shorter dimension of the rectangular

emitter because the predominant base current flow is along

that direction. Therefore, WE on the device card should be

less than LE (=AE/WE) for proper accounting of the crowding

effect

.
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5.2.3 Velocity Overshoot.

Accounting for the velocity overshoot effects in

simulations does not require any additional parameters.

Instead, the conventional saturation velocity VS is used as a

flag. If VS=0 on the model card, the overshoot analysis is

activated to evaluate the effective saturated drift velocity

v s (ef f ) as described in Chapter 4. The initial value needed

to evaluate vs(ef f) is assumed to be 1 . 0xl0 7 cm/sec . If VS*0

is specified, the velocity overshoot effect is not accounted

for at all, and VS is used in the model analyses. Note that

when VS is not specified, a default value of VS

(=1 . 0xl0 7 cm/sec) is assumed, and the classical analysis is

done without the overshoot effect accounted for.

5.2.4 Extrinsi c Collector-base Capacitance

In order to account for the parasitic collector-base

capacitance C Cb(ext)> the depletion charge Qjc(ext) i- n the

extrinsic collector-base region is modeled. In some cases

this charge in the advanced BJT can be approximated as

Qjc(ext) = q-ALBE -NEPI-X d (5.2)
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where ALbe is the area of the extrinsic base (p
+

) region and

Xd is the width of the epi-collector-side depletion region.

We assume that any additional charge stored in the p
+ -n

sidewall junction is implicitly included in the above

expression. In the case of a rectangular emitter, Albe 1S

expressed as

>-LBE
= (WE + 2LBE)-(LE + 2LBE) - WE-LE

= 2 (WE + LE)-LBE + (2LBE) (5.3)

where LBE is a new model-card parameter representing the

peripheral width of the extrinsic base region, which is

assumed constant all around the emitter periphery. If LBE is

not specified or is given as 0, CCb(ext) is not accounted for.

Assuming a one-sided step junction, we approximate

Xd - 2e,

q-NEPI
(PC - VBC )

1/2

(5.4)

where PC is the built-in potential of the (intrinsic) base-

collector junction, which is an original model parameter of

MMSPICE-1, as is NEPI. In a strict sense, the built-in

potential at the extrinsic base-collector junction is, due to

the higher base doping density, greater than PC, but this

discrepancy is not significant and is ignored.
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To this point, we have evaluated Qjc(ext) assuming that

Xd is less than the width of the epi-collector WEPI . In

realistic situations however, the entire epi layer (under the

extrinsic base) , which is relatively thin due to the deep p
+

junction, can become completely space-charged in normal

operation of the BJT . In this case, the depletion charge

stored in the buried layer, Qbl^ must also be taken into

account because of the charge neutrality in the p
+ -n-n +

region

:

Qjc(ext) = q-ALBE-NEPI-WEPI + Qbl(vBc), for VBC < VBCWEPI (5.5)

where the critical voltage Vbcwepi at which the entire epi

region becomes space-charged can be approximated from Xd=WEPI

in (5.4) as

q-NEPI-WEPI
Vbcwepi - PC -—

. (5.6)
2es

The depletion charge Qbl is evaluated from Gauss' law:

Qbl = £s"Ebl'Albe (5.7)

where Ebl is the magnitude of the electric field at the epi-

buried-layer junction. With the assumption that the integral

of the electric field across the entire base-collector region
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equals PC-VB c, ebl can be expressed in terms of VBC by

applying Poisson's equation to the junction SCR:

PC - VBC
*- NEPI-WEPI

E BL = ^
• (5.8)

WEPI

Note then that (5.7) is identical to the induced charge on a

parallel plate capacitor when the voltage is incremented by

vbc-vbcwepi :

Qbl — —"—

A

LBE - VBC - VBCWEPI . (5.9,
WEPI

Once Qjc(ext) is evaluated by either (5.2) for Vbc>VBcwepi

or (5.5), it is added algebraically to QBC in MMSPICE-2:

QBC ->QBC - QjC(ext) ,
(5.10)

which then implicitly accounts for the effect of C C b( ex t) •

Note that QBc includes components of the total hole charge in

the base that neutralize electron charge communicating with

the collector [ Jeo89] , e.g., Qjc(ext)-
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5.2.5 Substrate Capacitance

The charge storage associated with the collector-

substrate junction is simply accounted for via a lumped

capacitance C sub, as in the SPICE diode model, that depends on

the substrate-collector bias Vsc:

CJS-ABL
Csub = " — (5.11

1 - Ysc^
MS

PS

where CJS is the zero-bias collector-substrate capacitance,

PS is the built-in potential at the substrate junction, and

MS is the junction grading coefficient, all of which are old

model parameters. The new parameter ABL represents the area

of the buried (n + ) layer in the BJT structure.

5.3 Parameter Evaluation

The new parameters of MMSPICE-2 are categorized into two

groups according to their nature, as summarized in Tables 5.1

and 5.2. Note that ABL is a device-card parameter related to

the layout whereas NEBP, JEOP, UPBASE, and LBE are model-card

parameters dependent on the technology. The device parameter

can be evaluated directly from layout. The model parameters
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TABLE 5 .

1

NEW DEVICE PARAMETER OF MMSPICE-2

Name
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associated with the peripheral base current are easily

extracted as described in Chapter 2 and Appendix A.

However, the evaluation of UPBASE, which is a key

parameter in the crowding analysis, is not straightforward

because base conductivity modulation is not uncommon,

implying that the effective hole mobility should be an

implicit function of biases. One possible choice is to

define a (constant) average hole mobility valid at all

injection levels:

,WBM+WQfm

p c (x)dx

_ Jo

|ipb (x) Pb (x)dx + npc I

o Jm

J.WBM
..WBM+Wqnr

pb (x)dx + p c (x)dx

/WBM

UPBASE = Li = ^ """ (5.12)
PWBM ^WBM+Wqkr

where p)D (x) and p c (x) are the majority- and minority-hole

concentrations in the metallurgical and widened base regions

respectively;
M-Pb( x ) and |lp C are the corresponding hole

mobilities as functions of the doping density, which are

available from common sources (|ipC i n the epi-collector is

assumed to be a constant, neglecting carrier-carrier

scattering.); WqNR is the width of the extended base region.

Since the hole distributions are available from the

MMSPICE model solution, the average hole mobility can also be
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evaluated. A study on this area is suggested as a future

work .

5.4 Model Implementation

The new features were implemented in MMSPICE-2 via some

modifications of the source code. The modifications comprise

two new model subroutines, CROWD and OVERSHOOT, and minor

changes in seven of the original routines (ELPRNT, ERRCHK,

MODCHK, QBBJT, QBCT, READIN, and TMPUPD) in MMSPICE-1 to

accept the new models. (The changes in ELPRNT, ERRCHK,

READIN, and TMPUPD are trivial, and therefore they are not

discussed here. Details regarding these minor changes are in

"Programmer's Reference Manual of MMSPICE-2" [Jin92b] .

)

5.4.1 Subroutine Modifications

5.4.1.1 Subrout j ne MODCHK

MODCHK, which performs a pre-processing of device model

parameters, is modified for the velocity overshoot analysis.

As described before, the overshoot effect is accounted for

only when VS = on the model card. In this case, the

secondary model parameters which are functions of VS cannot

be defined. To resolve this problem, MODCHK is modified as
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indicated in Fig. 5.1. The highlight of the modification is

to define a flag (IFLAG_VS) : when VS = 0, the list element

NODPLC (LOC+3) , which is transferred to QBBJT and QBCT as

IFLAG_VS, is set to 1 to activate the velocity overshoot

analysis. Also, VS is set to the default value of

1 . 0xl0 7cm/sec to evaluate the VS-dependent parameters. Then,

the ordinary analysis follows.

5.4.1.2 Subroutine QBBJT

All the new features of MMSPICE-2 are implemented so

that users may activate any combination of them by option.

Two subroutines are added for the current crowding and

velocity overshoot models. In order to link these new

routines to the nodal analysis, the subroutine QBBJT is

modified as shown in Fig. 5.2. First, vS ( e ff) and vsE(eff) are

set to VS and vbe respectively to make the routine generally

applicable. Then, the value of CRBI on the model card is

checked. If CRBI<0, the crowding analysis (in CROWD) is

activated to define VBE(eff) on the emitter-base junction for

the given vbe/ otherwise, the analysis is skipped. Similarly,

IFLAG_VS specified in MODCHK is monitored. If IFLAG_VS=1,

the overshoot analysis (in OVERSHOOT) is turned on to

evaluate v S ( e ff) for a given effective junction bias VBE(eff)
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N0DPLC(L0C+3) = 1

I
VS = 1X107cm/sec

I
Evaluate VS-

dependent Parameters

NO

Return

Fig. 5.1 Velocity overshoot algorithm of subroutine MODCHK

,
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C
From Nodal Analysis

)

v
s(eff) - VS

v
BE(eff)-

VBE

NO

Call CROWD (w/ vBE> vBC , VS)

NO

Call OVERSHOOT (w/ v
BE(eff)f

vBC , VS)

CallQBCT(w/v
BE(eff)

,vBC ,vs(ef{) )

Call QBCT (w/ vBE(eff)+dv, vBC , vs(eff) )

Call QBCT (w/ v
BE(eff) , vBC+dv, v

s(eff) )

C
J_

To Nodal Analysis J

Fig. 5.2 Subroutine QBBJT modified for current crowding and
velocity overshoot

.
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Note that vBE(eff) would be just vBe if the crowding analysis

is not done. If IFLAG_VS*1, the overshoot analysis is

skipped; i.e., vS ( effj=VS for the QBCT calls.

With VBE(eff) and vs(eff)t the MMSPICE model routine (in

QBCT) is called again to obtain the nominal bias-point

solution, with or without the current crowding and/or

velocity overshoot effects accounted for. Note that the

evaluation of veE(eff) an<^ vs(eff) is done only at the nominal

bias point; they are not updated, although vsE(eff) anc* vbc are

perturbed (for subsequent calls of QBCT) to calculate the

derivatives of the currents and charges (via difference

approximations), which are needed in the circuit nodal

analysis. Then, the ordinary analysis follows, including the

calculation of the substrate capacitance in terms of ABL.

If CRBI<0 and VS=0 on the model card, both the current

crowding and velocity overshoot effects are accounted for.

According to the current implementation however, the crowding

analysis is done at first assuming no overshoot, and then the

velocity overshoot analysis is activated with a new VBE(eff)-

In fact, there need not be a specific order in doing these

analyses; what is most important is both effects are

accounted for in each iteration of the circuit nodal

analysis

.
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5.4.1 .3 Subroutine OBCT

The main model routine QBCT, which calculates the

operating-point currents and regional charges of the BJT, is

also modified so that it may properly process VBE(eff) and

v s(eff) passed in from the QBBJT routine. Fig. 5.3

illustrates the highlight of the modification. Previously,

the electric field was evaluated only when the impact

ionization analysis is needed (i.e., when AI*0 and BI*0) .

But now, when IFLAG_VS=1, the field is evaluated to

characterize the overshoot effect. Note that the saturated

velocity-dependent parameters are also updated when the

overshoot analysis is on. Also, the peripheral base current

and extrinsic collector-base junction charge are evaluated

using the new parameters JEOP, NEBP, and LBE, although not

indicated in the figure.

5.4.2 Subrouti ne Additions

5.4.2.1 Subrout ine CROWD

The new routine CROWD, which does the dc/transient

current crowding analysis, is activated only if CRBI<0. As

detailed in Chapter 3, the time-dependent variable Jq, which
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From QBBJT, CROWD or OVERSHOOT

YES

Update VS-dependent
Parameters

To QBBJT, CROWD or OVERSHOOT

Fig. 5.3 Subroutine QBCT modified for MMSPICE-2

.
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is the transient counterpart to JE0 , is calculated from the

previous time-step solution for use in the current time-step

analysis. This calculation is done in the first iteration at

each time step, as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. Then the value

of CRBI is monitored. If CRBI=0, the crowding analysis in

Chapter 3 is activated to derive the effective bias on the

emitter-base junction. Otherwise (i.e., if CRBKO) , the

current crowding is accounted for in a different way,

depending on the sign of JQ ; in switch-on case (->JQ>0) , the

crowding analysis is done as before, but in switch-off case

(-»JQ<0), vBE(eff) is assumed to be vBE without any further

calculations, based on the recognition that the switch-off

transient current crowding is not significant for

contemporary devices as discussed in Chapter 3. When only

the dc crowding analysis is needed, all these steps are

skipped; the crowding model is activated directly with JQ=0

.

5.4.2.2 Sub rout ine OVERSHOOT

The new routine OVERSHOOT does the velocity overshoot

analysis, if VS=0 on the model card. For given biases

vBE(eff) and vBC , the electric field distribution is first

determined (by calling QBCT) , using a saturated drift

velocity VS. As discussed before, vBE (eff) would be the
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NO

YES

NO

Calculate JQ
From Previous Time-Step Solution

CROWDING Analysis

~1
To QBBJT

Fig. 5.4 Subroutine CROWD
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actual bias if the crowding option is not on. Then,

depending on the sign of the electric field gradient, two

different kinds of analyses are activated separately as shown

in Fig . 5.5.

Where d|E|/dx > 0, which corresponds to the base-side of

the junction SCR or the current-induced SCR, the overshoot

analysis is done; the length coefficient L(E) is calculated

at first, and then the carrier velocity in the SCR is

evaluated via the augmented drift-diffusion formalism

described in Chapter 4. Where d|E|/dx < 0, which corresponds

to the collector-side of the junction SCR, the associated

velocity relaxation is characterized phenomenologically to be

consistent with the overshoot analysis. Once the velocity

distribution is known over the entire SCR region, the

effective saturated velocity vs(eff) i- s derived using a

numerical integration method. Then, this velocity is

returned to QBBJT to be used in the nodal analysis.

5.5 Demonstration

Examples of simulations by MMSPICE-2 were presented

together with corroborating measurements in previous chapters

describing the individual developments of the new features

.

In this section, the utility of MMSPICE-2 is demonstrated by
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From QBBJT

I
)

CallQBCT(w/v
BE(eff)

,vBC ,VS)

YES NO

Velocity Overshoot

w/ Length Coefficient L(E)
Velocity Relaxation

Evaluate v(x)

I
Define v

s(eff)

(Romberg Integration)

I
To QBBJT

Fig. 5.5 Subroutine OVERSHOOT,
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using it in an actual IC TCAD exercise, emphasizing how the

user options can be exploited to effect computational

efficiency. A comparison of computation times involving

various combinations of the new features is given to

benchmark the simulator.

The technology chosen for this exercise is ECL. The

four-transistor ECL inverter, which was also used in Chapters

3 and 4, is the TCAD vehicle. The circuit diagram is the

same as before, except that the four BJTs have AE =10(im 2

(WE=1.2|im) in this example. Fig. 5.6 shows a typical MMSPICE-

2 input file for transient simulation of the circuit. Note

that CRBI and VS in the model line are set to to activate

both the crowding and overshoot analyses, and the extrinsic

collector-base and substrate capacitances are also accounted

for by specifying LBE and ABL respectively. The peripheral

component of base current is neglected since JEOP (and NEBP)

are not specified. Note that MMSPICE-2 is structured such

that if none of the new options are used, the MMSPICE-1

simulation is done. In fact, MMSPICE-1 input file can be

used directly with MMSPICE-2 provided CRBI>0, or is

defaulted

.

As inferred from the previous chapters, the current

crowding and velocity overshoot have opposite effects on the

propagation delay of the circuit, as is well illustrated by
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AN ECL INVERTER FOR MMSPICE-2 TRANSIENT SIMULATION

Z1 2 1 4 9 NPNMOD AE=10P AC=10P WE=1.2U ABL=10P IC=0.7 1.0

Z2 3 5 4 9 NPNMOD AE-1 OP AC=1 OP WE=1 .2U ABL=10P IC=0.7 1 .0

Z3 4 6 7 9 NPNMOD AE-1 OP AC=1 OP WE=1 .2U ABL=10P IC=0.7 1 .0

Z4 2 8 9 NPNMOD AE=10P AC=10P WE-1.2U ABL=10P IC=0.7 1.0

RC1 2 500

RC2 3 500

REE 7 9 1840

RL 8 9 4090

VREF 5 0-1.11

VCS 6 0-2.5

VEE 9 0-5.2

VIN 1 PULSE(-1 .36 -0.86 1 0OP 50P 50P 200P .5N)

TRAN 5P 500P

.PRINTTRANV(1)V(8)

.PLOT TRAN V(8) V(1) (-1.5,-0.5)

.MODEL NPNMOD QBNPN

+ (UNEPI=1069 NEPI-1.998E16 WEPI-0.466E-6 WBM=0.151E-6 ETA=3.66

+ NAO=1.455El8TC=8.335E-6TB=4.424E-6TE=2.590E-10JEO=0.85E-8

+ JSEO=2.0E-4 NEB=2.0 WSEO=2.32E-8 PE=0.978 ME=0.824 PC=0.791

+ DNB=9.790 CJS=1.45E-4 PS=0.689 MS=0.5 CIF-1.0 CIR=1.0 RC=70 RB=70 RE=9.5

+ FB=0.5 FC=0.5 Al=0.0 Bl=0.0 UPBASE=230 CRBI=0.0 VS=0.0 LBE=1.5E-6)

.END

Fig. 5.6 MMSPICE-2 input file for transient simulation of an
ECL inverter.
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the transient simulation results in Fig. 5.7(a). When only

the (transient) current crowding is accounted for, the delay

is increased by about 45% over the delay when neither effect

is accounted for. Conversely, the velocity overshoot reduces

the delay by about 5%. Hence they tend to compensate each

other in the actual device; the propagation delay is

increased by approximately 40% for this circuit when both

effects are modeled. This implies that the crowding effect

is more predominant than the overshoot effect in contemporary

devices. These simulations were done without the extrinsic

collector-base capacitance accounted for. When C Cb(ext) is

included, the overall delay is also increased as shown in

Fig. 5.7(b) . For the assumed width of the extrinsic base

region of 1 . 5(lm, which is typical in advanced BJTs, the

actual delay is, due to C ct,(ext) only, lengthened by about

110% over the delay when none of these effects is accounted

for. If both C ct>(ext) an d current crowding are included in

the simulations, the overall delay is obviously increased

further, but the relative significance of the crowding is

lessened by the presence of the extrinsic capacitance as

shown in the figure; the transient crowding in this case

lengthens the propagation delay by approximately 25%, in

contrast to the 45% noted above.
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Fig. 5.7(a) Switching waveforms of the ECL inverter circuitsimulated with either the transient currentcrowding or velocity overshoot accounted forThe effect of Ccb(ext) is not included.
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Fig. 5.7(b) Switching waveforms of the ECL inverter circuit,
simulated with and without C c jD (ext) accounted
for. The overall delay is increased with the
inclusion of the current crowding in the
simulation, but its relative significance is
lessened by the presence of CCb(ext) .
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The previous example reveals that for contemporary

bipolar technologies, Ccb(ex t) is most predominant. For more

advanced bipolar integrated circuits however, the

aforementioned effects can occur simultaneously, all with

relative significance. Then the device/circuit design will

have to be done in such a way that all the combined effects

are accounted for to yield the optimal performance. An

example of such a design trade-off, which can also be

applicable to future technologies, is now exemplified.

The goal in this example is to determine the optimum

value of P E/AE for the BJT (with AE=10um>2) that minimizes the

propagation delay of the ECL gate. First, let us consider

the current-crowding effect. As characterized in Chapter 2,

the current crowding is, as shown in Fig. 5.8(a), diminished

as P E/AE increases since the voltage drops in the intrinsic

base region are reduced with decreasing WE . The simulations

when neither Ccb(ext) , current crowding, velocity overshoot,

nor multi-dimensional currents are accounted for are also

shown in the figure for comparison. In this case, the delay

is a constant since the amount of charge stored in the BJT is

a constant, as implied by the fixed emitter area. If the

velocity overshoot is also accounted for in the simulations,

the delays are reduced because of less base pushout, and

hence all the curves are shifted downward. However the trend
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is not changed because the overshoot effect is almost

independent of the device geometry.

The nature of C Cb(ext) is quite opposite to that of the

current crowding, as shown in Fig. 5.8(b) . The effect of

Ccb(ext) becomes significant with increasing Pe/Ae since the

area of the extrinsic base region increases. Based on this

recognition, it can be inferred that there is an optimum

value of Pe/Ae which minimizes the propagation delay by

compensating both effects. This value can be determined by

accounting for both effects in the simulations. Fig. 5.8(c)

shows that MMSPICE-predicted optimum value of P E/AE is 1.4,

which is equivalent to LE /WE=5(lm/2^m. Note that velocity

overshoot still does not change the trend.

Although this kind of design optimization is crude, it

reveals not only the versatility of MMSPICE-2, but also its

potential utility in TCAD applications. This could not be

achieved by any existing simulator because of prohibitive

computation time. In fact, MMSPICE-2 is more efficient and

thus offers a viable alternative to purely numerical

simulation when the simulation time is at a premium.

To stress the computational efficiency, run-time

performance of MMSPICE-2 is considered for various

combinations of the individual models. Comparisons are made

against MMSPICE-1, which is typically only about a factor of
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two slower than SPICE2 [Jeo90, Hon91]. m the dc case, I-v
characteristios like in Fig. 4.11 were simulated for 60 bias
points. m the transient ease, the previous ECL gate and the
single-stage RTL inverter used in Chapter 3 were simulated
for 120 and 200 time points respectively. Assumed model
parameters are identical to those described in Fig. 5.6.
Table 5.3 lists the total number of iterations and execution
times for each circuit. Computation time was counted on a
SUN4 SPARC station, with ABSTOL=5xl -12, VNTOL=5xlO-6, and
RELTOL=5xlO" 3

.

With either the current crowding or velocity overshoot
accounted for, the execution time is increased by at least
33% theoretically, since an additional QBCT-call is needed
for each analysis. ,l„ „„sp ICe-1, qbct is accessed three
tin.es.) The run time is also lengthened due to the numerical
nature of the both models, and tc higher iteration counts
required for convergence. when only the current crowding is
accounted for, the execution time is increased by about 60%
"hereas the overshoot analysis increases the run time by
about 40% on the average. Table 5.3 implies that MMSPICE-2
tends to be computationally less efficient especially when
the transient crowding analysis is being done. This is to be
expected since the NQS nature of the transient crowding maxes
the convergence of the solution at each time-point harder.
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When only the switch-on crowding is accounted for (by

specifying a negative CRBI on the model card) , the number of

iterations and thus the computation time of course decrease,

although the reduction is modest for the circuits under

consideration. However this simplified crowding analysis,

the error for which is typically small based on the full-

scale crowding analysis, does improve the convergence and is

recommended for simulations of large circuits where numerical

efficiency is desired.

5.6 Summary

The models developed in previous chapters were

successfully implemented into MMSPICE as options, creating

MMSPICE-2 so that users may activate any combination of the

new models. The algorithm for implementation was discussed

in detail. The new features of MMSPICE-2 were demonstrated

by the simulations of the ECL gate. Then an example of a

design trade-off was exemplified, which revealed that

MMSPICE-2 could be a powerful tool for mixed-mode

device/circuit simulation for bipolar TCAD applications. The

computation time of MMSPICE-2 was also examined for different

combinations of the new models, and it appeared that

accounting for all the feature models of MMSPICE-2 would

increase the execution time by about a factor of two.



CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

In this dissertation, modeling of non-quasi-static, non-

local, and multi-dimensional current effects in advanced BJTs

has been presented. First, a simple analytic way of

accounting for the lateral injection of the base current,

which was shown to be the most important multi-dimensional

effect, was described based on the separation of the current

into internal and peripheral components. Second, a new model

for transient current crowding was derived. The model, which

characterizes a time-dependent effective bias on the emitter-

base junction, accounts for base conductivity modulation and

the NQS nature of crowding. The modeling/implementation was

based on the use of the previous time-step solution in the

current time-step analysis. Third, an analytic model for

electron velocity overshoot in advanced silicon BJTs was

presented. The model, which characterizes an effective

saturated drift velocity in the collector SCRs, is based on a

non-local augmented drift-velocity formalism that involves a

length coefficient derived from Monte Carlo simulations. All

the new models, including both the extrinsic collector-base

and collector-substrate capacitances, were implemented in

MMSPICE so that the user may activate any combination of the
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new features by option. The resulting tool could enable

truly predictive, scalable, mixed-mode device/circuit

simulation for bipolar (and BiCMOS) VLSI technology CAD. The

final version of the code, MMSPICE-2.0, evolved from this

dissertation, is available at the University of Florida. The

following tasks are suggested as future work to make the

simulator more useful.

(1) The transient current-crowding model needs to be

verified through small-signal s-parameter and large-

signal transient measurements.

(2) Numerical aspects associated with the no-solution

problem in switch-off crowding analysis need to be

investigated further for potential improvements in

convergence and numerical efficiency.

(3) A study on the evaluation of an average hole mobility

needed in the current-crowding analysis is recommended.

(4) A study on the NQS modeling of ac crowding will be a

worthwhile task.

(5) The evaluation and modeling of the length coefficient,

which is crucial in the characterization of velocity

overshoot analysis, have to be refined.

(6) An assessment of the significance (benefit) of velocity

overshoot in future scaled bipolar devices and circuits

could be done with MMSPICE-2.
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(7) For the accurate analysis of the electron transport, the

transient field (dE/dt) dependence of the electron drift

velocity, which might be significant during fast

transients, must be accounted for in overshoot analysis.

(8) SUMM [Gre90] should be expanded for MMSPICE-2

.

(9) More comprehensive verification of the models and the

tool, based on purely numerical device simulations and

on experimental measurements, should be done to check

for robustness and stability of MMSPICE-2.



APPENDIX A
EVALUATION OF JSE0 , nEB , JEOP AND nEBP

The evaluation of the model parameters associated with

the peripheral base current is quite straightforward. In the

low current region, equation (2.3) can be approximated as a

straight line:

AE AE

- a (i p M (a.i;

where

a = Jseo exp
VBE

nEBV~TJ
(A. 2;

o _ JEOP

J
exp

SEO

1 1
v

\n EBP nEB / V

BE

(a. 3;

When VBE is fixed, a is found by extrapolation, and (3 i:

derived from the slope of the straight line.

On the other hand, a and can be rearranged as

In (a) = ln(jSE0 ) + ^be
nEBVT

(A. 4)
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'SEO

In ( p) = m £eol + p 1_ v
n EBP n F

BE

EB/ VT

(A. 5)

Similarly, Jseo/ nEBr Jeop an d nEBP can be evaluated by

determining a and |3 at different values of VBE , and by

plotting In (a) and In ((3) versus VBE . For the advanced BJTs

fabricated at Texas Instruments, the extracted parameter

values are JSEo=l • 03xlO- 5A/m2
, nEB=1.79 / JEOp=1 . 21xlO- 11A/m,

and nEBP=1.53, which are similar to those previously reported

[Cha91]

.



APPENDIX B
DISCUSSION ON JQ

The time-dependent variable jQ , which is a transient

counterpart to JE0 , can be defined by two different ways:

j;
m+l = T" =~ un =

dQgE (0)

dt

L EWE(eff) expp^j - 1

(B.l)

or

cJQbe(O)

L eWh

jit.

exp
vBE(eff)

VT

- 1

(B.2)

However the investigation reveals that using effective
emitter width WE(eff) is not physical; in the switch-on case
where WE(eff) would be less than WE , the smaller WE(eff) can

not properly account for the deactivated emitter region
because, in reality, the current is still flowing along the
deactivated region. Also, WE(eff) that results when JQ»JE0
often reaches values that are less than actual WE by about

two orders of magnitude during the switch-on transient. This
may be unrealistic, and often causes convergence problems in
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the circuit nodal analysis.

On the contrary, using veE(eff) is not only physical but

also stable in the numerical sense, since it is the argument

of the exponential function in (B.2) . Consequently, VBE(eff)

will be used as a time-dependent variable to account for the

transient current crowding non-quasi-statically

.



APPENDIX C
LIMITING JEO(eff) IN THE SWITCH-OFF SIMULATION

The no-solution problem in the switch-off analysis,

which arises from extremely large negative JEO(eff)? can be

avoided by limiting JEO(eff) • To do this, we first combine

(3.19) and (3.21) to express the magnitude of JEO(eff) as a

function of A:

f (A) = |jE0( eff)| = ,„
KJ^

WEL Eexp(^-]cosh
2
(KA)

where K=pWE/(4VT ) . We want to determine the largest value of

UEO(eff)l for which (3.7), (3.19), and (3.21) have a real

solution. This is simply the maximum of the function f (A) ,

which we assume occurs at A=Acr i t where

df (Acrit) = . (C.2)
dA

Using (C.l) in (C.2) yields the condition

tanh(KAcrit ) 1— = . (C.3)
KAcrit
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The solution Acr it of this equation is obtained numerically by

the Newton-Raphson method, and then substituted into (C.l) to

give the desired limit of JEO(eff)



APPENDIX D

VALIDITY OF THE DEPLETION APPROXIMATION

In order to solve Poisson's equation in SCRs more

accurately, the free carrier concentration should possibly be

included. Then (4.14) should be written as

dE =
dx

3- [na (x) + n]

_ q NAo exp —Hx + WBM )

lWbm

M
EAv c

(d.i;

Here we assume that electrons would travel at a constant

velocity vs in the SCR.

Fig. D.I (a) illustrates the electric fields and the

velocity distributions (based on (4.8)) in the base-side of

the junction SCR with and without the electron concentration

accounted for, when VBe=0 . 7V and VBc=0.0V. As shown in the

figure, the error in the evaluation of the electric field is

very small; the maximum error is only 0.24%. Fig. D.l(b)

illustrates the case when a reverse bias of V"bc=- 2 . 0V is

applied; the maximum error is 0.33%. Therefore, the use of

the depletion approximation is quite valid.
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